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In this work, the theoretical principles of laser cooling and magneto-optical trap-
ping are presented, and the magneto-optical trap (MOT) of the experiment is char-
acterized for the loading and loss rates. By using fluorescence imaging, single atom
resolution is achieved in the MOT. The theory of diffractive dark-ground imaging is
presented, along technical considerations for the implementation of the technique.
Imaging techniques of high sensitivity and resolution are vital to the study of the
quantum phenomena inherent with cold atom ensembles and in the interactions
between single particles. We implement diffractive dark-ground imaging as a sen-
sitive technique to detect small cold atomic samples at very low optical densities
prepared in a MOT. The originally achieved single atom resolution in the MOT by
fluorescence imaging allows for the calibration of the atom number measured with
fluorescence imaging, which is used as a reference to the atom number measured
with diffractive dark-ground imaging. The diffractive dark-ground technique is used
to image free expanding atom clouds released from a MOT of atom numbers down
to 100 and optical densities down to 0.01 at an exposure time of 100 µs. The same
technique applied on a BEC setup has resulted in the detection of atom numbers
down to 7 atoms at the same range of optical densities, and it displays an improve-
ment to the signal to noise ratio of a factor of 10 compared to classical absorption
imaging.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In cold atom experiments the imaging of the atomic sample is a fundamental part of
the experiment for extracting information about the cold atomic sample. The most
commonly used imaging technique is absorption imaging, where a probe beam illu-
minating the sample is partially absorbed by the atoms, and the shadow of the atom
cloud is observed at the image plane. Absorption imaging has been extensively used
in experiments of cold atomic samples and Bose-Einstein condensates (for example
in [1]) as a tool to study the sample itself and extract information about its size, its
temperature and for measuring its atom number.

In the same scientific field, several other techniques based on the interaction of
a probe beam with the sample of cold atoms have been developed from classical
absorption imaging with two main goals being to image non-destructively and/or
increase the sensitivity of the imaging technique.

In Fourier-filtering imaging, the unscattered probe light is processed at the
Fourier plane of the collection optics. The principles of Fourier-filtering had been
commonly used in microscopy, before they were introduced to the imaging of cold
atomic samples. In dark field microscopy, the unscattered probe light is excluded
from the image by an opaque object which results in a bright image on a dark
background. In phase-contrast microscopy, the phase shifts of the probe light are
observed as contrast changes in the image. Fritz Zernike was awarded the Nobel prize
in 1953 for introducing the phase-contrast method in 1934 [2, 3]. Phase-contrast il-
lumination mode is used in microscopes up to this day to provide contrast images
of transparent living specimens.

In analogy to the aforementioned principles used in microscopy, imaging tech-
niques for cold atomic samples has been developed, such as dispersive imaging and
phase-contrast imaging, among others. Phase-contrast imaging has been used in the
non-destructive imaging of macroscopic coherence phenomena in ultra-cold atoms in
a BEC [4, 5]. Classical absorption imaging, mainly due to its straightforward nature,
is still being employed and has recently revealed quantum phenomena in macroscopic
coherent atomic samples such as the observation of tunneling in a Josephson junction
between two BEC’s [6] and squeezing and entanglement in a BEC [7].

Furthermore, in the last few years there has been an increasing interest in the
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field of quantum information and, more generally, of quantum interaction of single
particles, which entails for example the realization of a single photon source [8] and
single photon –single atom entanglement [9, 10]. The detection of highly localized
single atoms in tightly confining traps relevant to the above applications has been
achieved mainly with fluorescence imaging. In this technique the fluorescence light
emitted by the atom in a field of light is collected for imaging.

Throughout this work, the cold atomic samples used for the experiments have
been prepared in a magneto-optical trap (MOT) [11]. The confinement of atoms in
the magneto-optical trap is based on cooling the atoms down with laser light and
combining the laser cooling with magnetic fields to achieve confinement of the atoms.
In 1997, the Nobel prize in physics has been awarded to S. Chu, W. D. Phillips
and C. Cohen-Tannoudji ([12–14]) for their contribution on developing the laser
cooling techniques which led to the creation of the MOT. The MOT has been used
extensively in cold atom experiments for the preparation of cold atomic samples,
and as an atom source for the realization of BEC.

In this work we are able to trap single atoms and observe their presence in
the MOT by means of fluorescence imaging. Single atoms have been observed for
the first time in a MOT in 1994 by Z. Hu and H. J. Kimble [15]. We employ
diffraction dark-ground imaging, a Fourier-filtering technique based on the dark
ground (or ”dark field”) principle, as a sensitive technique to detect weak signals
from small cold atomic samples at very low optical densities. The technique is
applied on free expanding atom clouds released from a MOT, which display a very
low optical density. Future scope with this technique is the detection of even lower
atom numbers down to a single atoms by using a higher optical resolution.

The structure of this work is as follows: in Chapter 2, the magneto-optical trap
and its principles of operation are discussed. A brief overview of the parameters
of the MOT in our experiment is given. The lifetime of the atom cloud, and the
lifetime of single atoms in a MOT are discussed.

In Chapter 3, the theoretical background of the most common imaging tech-
niques, such as absorption imaging and phase-contrast is discussed. The diffractive
dark-ground technique is presented, a Fourier analysis of the imaging process is
given and several imaging parameters are discussed.

In Chapter 4, the experimental setup is described that consists namely of the
vacuum system, the laser system, the magneto-optical trap and the imaging system.

In Chapter 5, the trapping of single atoms in a MOT is observed with fluorescence
imaging. The lifetime of single atoms in the MOT is measured.

In Chapter 6, diffractive dark-ground imaging is used to image free expanding
atom clouds released from a MOT. The imaged atom clouds display a very low
optical density. The atom number measured with diffractive dark-ground imaging
is compared to the atom number measured with fluorescence imaging.



Chapter 2

Trapping of Atoms in a
Magneto-Optical Trap

The light force exerted on atoms due to scattering of photons has been used to
develop laser cooling as a tool for slowing down atoms. Initially, the light force was
used by W. D. Phillips to slow down an atomic beam [16]. The three dimensional
cooling of an atomic vapor known as the optical molasses technique was realized
by S. Chu and co-workers [17]. The application of these techniques resulted in low
temperature atomic vapor samples, and made it possible for the cold atomic sample
to be loaded into magnetic confining potentials. This led to the development of
the magneto-optical trap (MOT) [11]. The confinement of atoms in the magneto-
optical trap has been used extensively in cold atom experiments for the preparation
of cold atomic samples. The occurrence of temperatures within the optical molasses
technique below the Doppler limit, which was the theoretical limit by that time,
was explained later by C. Cohen-Tannoudji and J. Dalibard [18], and S. Chu and
co-workers [19].

In 1997, the Nobel prize in physics has been awarded to S. Chu, W. D. Phillips
and C. Cohen-Tannoudji ([12–14]) for their contribution on developing the laser
cooling techniques.

In our experiments we use the magneto-optical trap to prepare a cold atomic
sample, which will be used as an object for the application of fluorescence imaging
and the development of our diffractive dark-ground imaging technique.

2.1 Radiation Pressure and Doppler cooling

The radiation of light applied to an atom results in the excitation of the atom by the
absorption of photons from the light field. Each photon carries momentum equal to
h̄k, where k = 2πλ is the laser beam’s wave-vector. According to the conservation
of momentum, each absorbed photon will transfer momentum to the atom equal to
h̄k to the direction of the photon’s motion. For an atom moving with a direction
opposite to a beam of light, the momentum transfer from the absorbed photons
to the atom will have a direction opposite to the motion of the atom, whereas the
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momentum from the re-emitted photons towards all directions averages out. This
results in an average scattering force that is slowing the atom down. The magnitude
of the scattering force equals

Fsc = h̄kRsc , (2.1)

where Rsc is the scattering rate of photons given by

Rsc =
Γ

2

I/Is

1 + I/Is + 4δ2/Γ2
. (2.2)

For a two-level atom interacting with radiation the scattering force is given by [20]

Fsc = h̄k
Γ

2

I/Is

1 + I/Is + 4δ2/Γ2
, (2.3)

where Γ is the spontaneous decay rate of the excited state, I is the intensity of the
laser beam and Is is the saturation intensity. The frequency detuning

δ = (ω − ω0)− ~k ·~v (2.4)

is the laser beam’s detuning ω − ω0 from the resonance frequency ω0 of the atomic
transition taking into account the Doppler shift kv due to the movement of the
atom. At high intensities the scattering force tends to the maximum h̄k Γ/2, which
results in a maximum deceleration of amax = h̄k (Γ/2)/M for an atom of mass
M . For a rubidium atom the maximum acceleration due to radiation pressure is
amax ≈ 105 m s−2, which is 104 times larger than the acceleration due to gravity.

Each photon that is being absorbed or emitted by an atom results in a change
of momentum of h̄k on the atom. For an atom of mass M the recoil velocity vrec is
the velocity of the atom for absorbing or emitting a photon at wavelength λ given
by

vrec =
h̄k

M
=

h

λM
. (2.5)

In atom cooling experiments atoms are moving towards all directions. Therefore
atom cooling is employed three-dimensionally by means of three pairs of counter-
propagating laser beams, one pair along each Cartesian axis. The laser beams are
derived from the same laser and have a frequency ω. The laser is red detuned, which
means its frequency is lower than the resonance frequency of the atomic transition.
We first consider the case in one dimension of a pair of counter-propagating laser
beams and an atom moving towards one direction (Fig. 2.1). Due to the Doppler
effect, the beam propagating along the same direction with the atom will have its
frequency reduced as ω − kv taking it even further below resonance. The beam
propagating in the opposite direction will have its frequency increased as ω + kv
bringing it closer to the resonance. Therefore, the atom will scatter preferably
photons from the beam opposite to its motion and experience a mean radiation
force that is slowing the atom down.
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1

2

Figure 2.1: A pair of counter-propagating laser beams of frequency ω applied on
an atom moving with velocity v along the z-axis. Due to the Doppler effect the
frequency of the beam moving opposite to the atom is brought closer to resonance,
thus the atom scatters more photons from the beam opposite to its motion.

The force arising from such an imbalance in the scattering of photons from the
two counter-propagating beams can be written as

Fz = Fsc(ω − ω0 − kv)− Fsc(ω − ω0 + kv) . (2.6)

The previous equation in the limit of low velocities kv � δ can be written as

Fz '
8h̄ k2vδ

Γ

I/Is

(1 + I/Is + 4δ2/Γ2)2
. (2.7)

The force of the two counter-propagating beams acting on the atom is plotted in
Fig. 2.2 as a function of the velocity of the atom. For ω−ω0 < 0 (red detuning) the
gradient of the net force is negative at small velocities, leading to the deceleration
the atom. The net force varies linearly with velocity as

Fmolasses = −αv , (2.8)

where α is the friction coefficient and for red-detuned light is given by

α = −8h̄ k2δ

Γ

I/Is

(1 + I/Is + 4δ2/Γ2)2
. (2.9)

The net force has its maxima where kv = ±δ. The capture velocity for the one-
dimensional model is the velocity at the force maxima given by vc = ±δ/k. By the
fact that atoms are scattering photons at a rate Rsc, and that each scattered photon
slows the atom down by vrec, one is able to calculate the distance required to stop
an atom of initial velocity vc as

d =
vc

2

2Rsc vrec

. (2.10)
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Figure 2.2: The force from the radiation pressure on the atom from two red-detuned
counter-propagating laser beams. Dashed line shows the force from each beam, solid
line shows the sum of the two beam. The parameters have been chosen as I = Is

and δ = −2Γ.

The principle of the one-dimensional cooling can be generalized to the three di-
mensions. The three pairs of counter-propagating laser beams intersect in the middle
resulting in cooling the atom cloud from all directions. The atom is experiencing a
damping force from the light, therefore, the atoms being cooled by the intersecting
light beams are considered to be within a viscous medium, which is called an ”op-
tical molasses”. The name ”optical molasses”, which refers to a syrup or honey-like
medium, was given by the group who first realized this cooling technique in 1985
([17]).

The dependence of the molasses force to the velocity of the atom, although the
slowing down of an atom is achieved, means that the molasses force cannot lead to
the trapping of the atom, since the force tends to 0 for v → 0 at any point in space.

2.1.1 The Doppler cooling limit

The cooling process, where the atoms are slowed down by the photon momentum of
absorbing photons, is counterbalanced by the diffusion of atoms in the momentum
space, which occurs due to the recoil of spontaneously emitted photons towards
a random direction and due to fluctuations in the absorption of the cooling light.
The cooling down by the light force and the thermalization due to diffusion are two
competing processes, and although an overall cooling of the atoms occurs, towards
lower velocities an equilibrium is reached. The spontaneous emission towards a
random direction can be described with the random walk model, where during a
time t the mean number of photons N = Rsc t scattered by an atom will result in a
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mean displacement proportional to
√
N along a certain direction. Thus, the mean

square velocity along the z-axis will increase according to

v̄ 2
z = (1 + η)Rsc t v

2
rec , (2.11)

and also the mean square momentum is given by [21, 22]

p̄ 2
z = 2Dpt = (h̄k)2(1 + η)Rsc t , (2.12)

where Dp is the momentum diffusion coefficient. In the factor (1+η) of the diffusion
coefficient the unity contribution comes from the fluctuations in the number of the
absorbed photons, which results in fluctuations in the velocity spread along the axis
of the cooling beam. The contribution of the term proportional to η is the recoil
from the spontaneously emitted photons towards a random direction. The value of
η assuming isotropic emission is η = 1/3 along one axis. Since the cooling process
occurs along three orthogonal axes, for the molasses technique the contribution is
three times larger, thus η = 1. Also, since a pair of beams is employed for each axis,
the overall factor (1 + η) is twice as large.

For the two-level atom model, we can obtain the equilibrium temperature by
equating the rate of change in the kinetic energy due to cooling by the molasses
force with the rate of change in the kinetic energy due to the heating caused by the
atom diffusion. At equilibrium, one can write [23]:

1

2
M v2

rec 2(1 + η)Rsc − αv̄ 2
z = 0 . (2.13)

The first term on the left is the rate of change in the kinetic energy due to the recoil,
which is proportional to the rate of change of the square momentum dp̄ 2

z/dt. The
second term is the rate of change in the kinetic energy due to the molasses cooling:

1

2
M

d

dt
(v 2

z) = Mvz
dvz
dt

= vzFmolasses = −αv 2
z . (2.14)

From Eq. 2.13, the mean square velocity along the z-axis at equilibrium can be
written as

v̄ 2
z =

2MRsc v
2
rec

α
. (2.15)

From the relation kBT/2 = mv̄ 2
z/2 (equipartition theorem), the equilibrium tem-

perature is given by [21]

kBT = − h̄Γ2

8 δ

[
1 +

I

Is

+ (
2δ

Γ
)2

]
. (2.16)

For I � Is, the previous function of x = −δ/Γ at the minimum δ = −2Γ gives

kBTD =
h̄Γ

2
. (2.17)
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The above theoretical result is called the Doppler cooling limit and it is 140 µK for
rubidium and 240 µK for sodium. The Doppler limit is the minimum expected tem-
perature within the optical molasses technique resulting from the above treatment,
where only the scattering of photons from the six laser beams has been considered.
More subtle mechanisms involving the MF sub-levels in the structure of the two-
level atom result in temperatures below the Doppler limit. The sub-Doppler cooling
mechanism has been given two equivalent explanations [18, 19], and predicts a limit
down to the recoil energy kBT = h̄2k2/M , known as the recoil limit. The recoil
limit is never reached in a MOT, because the external magnetic fields that perturb
the MF states of the atom need to be controlled to a precision of the recoil energy,
which is 10 times less than the energy in the magnetic field of the earth. Typically,
temperatures of at least one order of magnitude below the Doppler limit are reached
in a MOT.

2.2 Quadrupole magnetic field

As explained in the previous section, the radiative force successfully cools down
atoms, but it is not sufficient to trap atoms. As the velocity of the atoms tends to
zero, the force itself tends to zero, and the atoms can drift away from the cooling
region at the intersection of the three pairs of laser beams. The trapping of the
atoms can be achieved by the addition of a magnetic field, which makes the force
position dependent.

For that purpose a quadrupole magnetic field is used in combination with three
circularly polarized pairs of laser beams. A quadrupole magnetic field is created by
a pair of identical coils in anti-Helmholtz configuration, i.e. with currents running
opposite to each other. The created magnetic field has zero field in the center
and is increasing towards all directions linearly for small displacements from the
center. The anti-Helmholtz configuration has been first developed by W. Paul for
the confinement of neutrons [24] and has been later used for the magnetostatic
trapping of neutral atoms using high gradients [? ]. Contrary to the magnetostatic
trapping of neutral atoms, the magnetic field used in combination with the optical
molasses technique has low gradient and is not able to confine atoms by itself. It
provides only with a position dependance to the radiation force, which is essential
for the trapping to occur, while it is the radiation force that is confining the atoms.

The magnetic field generated by a pair of anti-Helmholtz coils has a cylindrical
symmetry with zero field in the center. The field near the center is increasing linearly
described by the equations [25]:

Bz = 2 b z
Br = −b ρ , (2.18)

where z is the axis of symmetry and ρ is the radial coordinate. The gradient b near
the center of the magnetic field at z = 0 is given by [26]:
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I

Figure 2.3: Magnetic field lines for the quadrupole magnetic field. The magnetic
fields created by the two coils cancel out in the center resulting in B = 0. The coils
have identical structure, and their currents are equal though running in opposite
directions.

b =
3

2
µ0 I

aR2

(a2 +R2)5/2
, (2.19)

where R is the radius of the coils, 2a is the separation distance of the coils and
µ0 is the vacuum permeability. The current I is equal for the two coils and it is
running in opposite directions for the two coils in anti-Helmholtz configuration. The
quadrupole magnetic field lines are shown on Fig. 2.3. The profile of the quadrupole
magnetic field along the z-axis (ρ = 0) is shown on Fig. 2.4.

2.2.1 Atoms in the Magnetic Potential

The potential energy of an atom with magnetic dipole moment ~µ in the applied
external magnetic field is given by

U = −~µ · ~B . (2.20)

We consider an atom in the state |J I F mF 〉. In the presence of a magnetic field
due to the Zeeman effect the energy levels are split with a corresponding Zeeman
energy of

U = gFmF µBB , (2.21)

where µB is the Bohr magneton and F is the total angular momentum with mF =
−F, ...,−1, 0, 1, ..., F . The Landé g-factor gF is a function of the angular momentum
quantum numbers of the atom [20]
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Figure 2.4: Simulated quadrupole magnetic field profile for the parameters of the
setup discussed in Chapter 4. (a) Magnetic field along the z-axis (ρ = 0). The
magnetic field is zero at the center, and it is increasing linearly for small displace-
ments from the center. (b) Magnetic field gradient along the z-axis. The gradient
at the center is effectively constant and linear in the region of the confinement of
the atoms, which is of the order of 100 µm.

gF =

[
1 +

J(J + 1) + S(S + 1)− L(L+ 1)

2J(J + 1)

] [
F (F + 1) + J(J + 1)− I(I + 1)

2F (F + 1)

]
,

(2.22)
where S, L and I the electron spin, orbital angular momentum and nuclear spin
quantum numbers respectively. In addition, J = L+ S and F = J + I.

For the cooling and trapping of rubidium 87 (nuclear spin I = 3/2) in our
experiments we use the closed transition 52S1/2 → 52P3/2, as discussed in Chapter
4, with quantum numbers F = 2 for the ground state and F ′ = 3 for the excited
state. The Zeeman shift between two states is proportional to g′Fm

′
F − gFmF . For

87Rb and the transition between the states F = 2, mF = 2 and F ′ = 3, m′F = 3 it is
g′Fm

′
F − gFmF = 1, as is the case with most of the alkali atoms and the transitions

used in cold atomic experiments.

In the presence of an external magnetic field the atomic energy level are per-
turbed, and the Zeeman energy given in Eq. 2.21 depends directly on the magnitude
of the magnetic field B. For an inhomogeneous magnetic field that varies in space,
the atomic energy levels experience a Zeeman shift that is space dependent.

2.2.2 The Magneto-Optical Trap

The principle of the magneto-optical trap (MOT) is based on the imbalance created
to the scattering force by the presence of a quadrupole magnetic field, which gives
a spatial dependance to the force. The center of the quadrupole field is placed so
that it coincides with the crossing point of the three pairs of beams used for laser
cooling.
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Figure 2.5: The Zeeman effect on the J = 0 → J = 1 transition gives a space
dependance to the scattering force. (a) In the presence of a magnetic field polarized
light of π, σ+ and σ− polarization couples with the mJ = 0, mJ = +1 and mJ = −1
Zeeman sub-levels respectively. (b) The atom at position z = z1 moving towards
z > 0 sees the beam propagating opposite to its direction as being closer to resonance
than the beam propagating along the same direction with the atom. Thus, the atom
absorbs more photons from the opposite beam and feels a net radiative force that
is pushing the atom back to the center (z = 0).
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We consider the simple case of a J = 0 → J = 1 transition. The quadrupole
magnetic field has B = 0 in the center, and close to the center the gradient is linear
towards all direction. The Zeeman effect causes the three sub-levels mJ = 0,±1 of
the J = 1 level to vary linearly with the position of the atom relative to the center.

We consider the one-dimensional model of the scattering force of two counter-
propagating laser beams with the addition of the quadrupole magnetic field. The
energy of the magnetic sub-levels along z-axis is shown in Fig. 2.5. The counter-
propagating laser beams have a circular polarization in addition to being red-
detuned. The laser beams are circularly polarized in such a way with respect to
the magnetic field, so that an atom moving along the z-axis sees the beam propa-
gating with the same direction as having σ+ polarization and the beam propagating
with the opposite direction as having σ− polarization. For an atom at rest in the
center (z = 0), where there is no magnetic field, the atom sees both beams equally
detuned and there is zero mean radiative force. If the atom moves towards the right
side (z > 0), it will see the beam propagating opposite to the direction of the atom
being closer to resonance, as the σ− polarization of the beam is coupling with the
Zeeman energy of the mJ = −1 sub-level. The beam propagating along the direction
of the atom, which couples with the mJ = +1 sub-level, is further from resonance.
Consequently, the atom absorbs more photons from the counter-propagating beam
and feels a net radiative force that is restoring the atom back to the center z = 0.
The same argument can be inverted for the motion of the atom towards the left side
(z < 0).

The effective detuning given in Eq. (2.4) is modified by the Zeeman shift accord-
ing to

δ = (ω − ω0)− ~k ·~v ± µB bz /h̄ , (2.23)

where b is the magnetic field gradient close to the center. The Zeeman shift µBB /h̄
is positive (blue) for the beam propagating along the same direction with the atom
and negative (red) for the beam propagating opposite to the atom. The force in
Eq. 2.6 modified by the Zeeman shift can be written as

FMOT = Fscatt(ω − ω0 − kv − b′z)− Fscatt(ω − ω0 + kv + b′z) , (2.24)

where we have substituted b′ = µBbz /h̄, and b is the linear gradient near the center
z = 0. Assuming low velocities kv � Γ and a small Zeeman shift µB bz /h̄� Γ, the
denominator in Eq. (2.3) can be expanded so that one can write Eq. (2.25) in the
form [23]

FMOT = −αv − κz . (2.25)

The first term is the damping force with damping coefficient α. The second term,
which arises from the Zeeman effect, leads to a restoring force with spring constant
κ.
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of the magneto-optical trap. The MOT consists of a pair
of anti-Helmholtz coils, whose center coincides with the intersection of three pairs
of counter-propagating beams with circular polarization. The polarization of the
beams is prepared in such a way, so that an atom moving for example towards
x > 0 sees the beam propagating opposite to it along the x-axis as having σ− and
the beam propagating in the same direction with the atom as having σ+. The
same applies for the y-axis. For the z-axis, the polarization of the beams needs to
be inverted with respect to polarization of the beams on the xy-plane. An atom
moving towards z > 0 sees the beam propagating opposite to it as having σ+ and the
beam propagating in the same direction with the atom as having σ−. The inversion
of polarization between the beams on the xy-plane and the beams on the z-axis is
required, because the direction of the magnetic field lines along the z-axis is opposite
to the direction of the magnetic lines on the xy-plane.
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The one-dimensional argument discussed above can be generalized to the three
dimensions for the trapping of atoms in space for the actual magneto-optical trap.
The force in three dimensions can be written as

~FMOT = −α~v − κ~r . (2.26)

Atoms that enter the trapping volume of the intersecting beams are damped in an
effective harmonic potential and the restoring force is gathering the atoms to the
center, thus leading to the efficient trapping of atoms in the MOT. Figure 2.6 shows
the magneto-optical trap configuration for trapping atoms in real space.

We note that the approach of considering a simple J = 0 → J = 1 transition
applies to the more general case of the |F mF 〉 → |F ′m′F 〉 hyperfine transitions used
in cold atom experiments. The Zeeman energy is the energy between the mF sub-
levels and it is given by (g′Fm

′
F − gFmF )µBB. Since (g′Fm

′
F − gFmF ) ' 1 for many

of the transitions used in laser cooling, the discussion above about the Zeeman shift
to the scattering force applies to the more general case.

2.3 Loading of Atoms into the Trap

In cold atom experiments, the MOT is loaded continuously from the background
atomic vapor within a vacuum chamber. The rate at which atoms from the back-
ground vapor are captured in the MOT is balanced by the losses due to collisions
with the background gas. Collisions of trapped atoms with atoms from the back-
ground gas is the main loss mechanism in the MOT, which results in the ejecting
of one trapped atom. For the loading of the MOT, one can formulate the following
rate equation

dN(t)

dt
= R− N(t)

τ
, (2.27)

where N is the number of atoms in the trap, R is the loading rate, the useful influx
of atoms in the trap, and τ is the loading time constant determined by losses due
to collisions with the background gas.

In our experiments we use 87Rb atoms for trapping, and apart from the back-
ground gases untrapped rubidium atoms are also present in the vacuum champer.
Assuming the rate of collisions with background rubidium atoms is negligible com-
pared to the rate of collisions with non-rubidium atoms [27], the collision associated
losses are mainly due to collisions of the trapped atoms with the atoms from the
background gases, and the loss rate can be written as

1

τ
= nb σ v̄ , (2.28)

where nb is the density of the background gases, σ is the collisional scattering cross
section and v̄ = (2kBT/M)1/2 is the most probable velocity for the gas in the back-
ground.
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For the atoms at velocities lower than the capture velocity vc of the trap, as-
suming that the background rubidium vapor has a thermal distribution, and also
assuming that all atoms that enter the trapping region with vc are captured, one
can calculate the capture rate R from kinetic theory [27–29] as

R =
2

π2
nRbA

vc
4

v̄ 3
, (2.29)

where nRb is the rubidium density, v̄ is the thermal velocity for rubidium and
A = 3πd2/2 is the effective trapping area. For the effective trapping area a uni-
form circular distribution has been assumed with diameter d equal to the stopping
distance in Eq. (2.10). The solution to Eq. (2.27) is an exponential growth in the
number of trapped atoms

N = Ns (1− e−t/τ ) (2.30)

with Ns = Rτ the steady-state number of atoms. It is possible to observe such
loading curves according to the solution of Eq. (2.30) by collecting the fluorescence
emitted by the atoms in the trap due to absorption and re-emission of the light from
the trapping beams. During such measurements, we use a single-photon counting
avalanche photo-diode (APD) to collect the fluorescence emitted by atoms in the
trap. A theoretical estimation of the number of atoms N from the optical power P
form fluorescence detected with the APD is provided by the following expression:

P =
h c

λ

Ω

4π
NRsc , (2.31)

where Ω is the solid angle subtended by the collecting lens, hc/λ is the photon
energy, and Rsc is the photon scattering rate given in Eq. (2.2) with I the total
intensity of the six trapping beams.

Figure 2.7 shows a typical curve of the loading process detected with the APD.
The MOT trapping beams are turned on at time t = 0. By fitting Eq. (2.30) to
the signal of the APD we are able to calculate the loading time constant equal to
τ ' 13 s. The avalanche photo-diode has been calibrated down to the fluorescence
level of a single atom (as described in Chapter 5), which enables us to directly
translate the signal from the APD to the number of atoms. From the number of
atoms at the steady state Ns = 315, we calculate the capture rate at times near
t = 0 equal to R = Ns/τ ' 25 at./s .

The steady-state number of atoms can be written using Eq. (2.29) and Eq. (2.28)
in the following form:

Ns ∼
nRb

nb

d2

σ

(vc
v̄

)4

. (2.32)

As one can observe from the previous expression, the steady-state number of atoms
is linearly dependent to the ratio of the background rubidium density to the total
background density nRb/nb. The background rubidium pressure PRb = nRb kBT can
be calculated by substituting nRb from Eq. (2.29) as
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Figure 2.7: Loading process of the MOT. The loading process is observed by collect-
ing the fluorescence emitted by the atoms using an avalanche photo-diode (APD).
At time t = 0 the trapping beams are turned on. Equation (2.30) is fitted to the
signal giving a loading time constant of τ = 13 s.

PRb =
R v̄ 3

π2 Av4
c

kBT . (2.33)

For our trap parameters, d = 2.1 mm and vc = 20 m/s, resulting in a rubidium
pressure of PRb ' 1.4 × 10−14 mbar. The low rubidium pressure in the vacuum
chamber results in a small steady-state atom number Ns, which is helpful for creating
a low atom number MOT with the aim to observe low atom numbers down to single
atoms.

2.4 Collisional losses in the MOT

2.4.1 Collisions with the background gases

The most significant of the loss procedures in the MOT is elastic collisions with
room-temperature background atoms. One hot background atom that collides with
a trapped rubidium atom imparts momentum to the atom up. This can lead to
the trapped atom being ejected from the trap, thus this loss mechanism results in
the loss of one atom for each collision. The background gas collisions, the main
loss mechanism in the MOT, has been included in the description of the loading
procedure of the MOT in the previous section (Sec. 2.3).
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The collision loss rate due to collisions with the background gases is occurring
at a rate αnb (Eq. (2.28)) linear to the background gas density nb. This expression
is often merged into one constant γ = 1/τ , where τ is the loading time constant.
The background gases consists of residual vacuum gases and of rubidium vapor
in the cell at room temperature. The most common residual gases are H and
CO, which are the main diffusion products from the grain boundaries in stainless
steel, and also N2. Helium could diffuse through the steel and glass although the
abundance of He in the atmosphere is negligible. The loss rate is proportional to
both the density of the residual gases and the density of rubidium in the background
gases. However, the pressure of the rubidium vapor (untrapped rubidium in the
glass cell) was found several orders of magnitude (∼ 10−14 mbar) lower than the
overall background pressure (∼ 10−11 mbar), thus the residual gases have the major
contribution on hot background collisions.

2.4.2 Light-assisted collisions in the trap

The second most significant loss mechanism in the MOT is inelastic collisions be-
tween two trapped particles, which occur due to the change of the energy of the
internal state of the particles in the presence of a light field. This internal energy in
turn can be converted in kinetic energy and result in the two colliding atoms leaving
the trap. The light-assisted loss mechanism is induced by the light used for cooling
and it is linear in the light intensity for I ≤ Is. This loss mechanism is characterized
by the loss of two atoms per collision.

Two alkali atoms in close proximity are affected by their molecular potentials.
In the case of trapping of 87Rb, the transition used for cooling is 52S1/2 → 52P3/2.
Atoms in the trap undergo repeatedly many transition cycles of the cooling transi-
tion. Two atoms in the trap in close proximity with each other are likely to undergo
an optical transition, that will couple to the S+P3/2 quasi-molecule potential curve.
The red-detuned light couples with the attracting branch of the S + P3/2 potential
near the ”Condon” point (RC). The quasi-molecule falls into the attractive part
of the curve, and the two atoms are accelerated towards each other. Before the
collision occurs though, the atom that was in the P state most likely relaxes back
to the S state by spontaneous emission. Since the atom is in the attracting part of
the potential curve, the photon that is spontaneously emitted is more red-detuned
than the initially absorbed one at RC. This absorbtion-emission cycle is repeated
several times before the atoms eventually collide. The difference in energy between
the absorbed and emitted photons is transferred as kinetic energy to the atoms in
the occurring collision, leading to the thermalization of the two atoms. This in
turn may result in the two atoms being expelled from the trap. This process is
known as Radiative Escape (RE), and it is the process that contributes mainly to
the two-body collision losses. A second process that contributes to the two-body
losses is Fine-Structure Changing Collisions (FCC). For two atoms at close range
on the S + P3/2 potential curve during the collision adiabaticity is not maintained,
and the quasi-molecule falls into the lower energy state of S + P1/2. The change
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of the internal energy is shared as kinetic energy equally among the two atoms. A
detailed overview of cold collisions can be found in [30].

The two-body loss rate due to ultracold collisions in each position in the trap
is β n2(~r, t), where β is the two-body loss rate coefficient and n(~r, t) the density
distribution of the trapped atom cloud. Taking into account the loss rate due to
two-body collisions in the trap, Eq. (2.27) can be written as [31]

dN(t)

dt
= R− γ N(t)− β

∫
n2(~r)d~r , (2.34)

where γ = 1/τ the collision rate with hot background particles. Similar equation
to (2.34) can be written for the atom density n. The background collisions term is
linear in the atom density n(~r) and the two-body loss term is proportional to n2(~r).

When the MOT is loaded past the radiation trapping limit, there is no further
increase in the density occurring [32, 33], because further loading of atoms results
in an increase in the volume, so that the density stays constant. Towards the end
of the transient, we consider being at the radiation trapping limit; the density of
the trapped atoms is approximated by n(~r, t) = nc, where nc is the constant atomic
density for certain trapping parameters. The loss in atoms due to binary intra-trap
collisions is becoming to have an effect at higher atom densities. At small atom
numbers, the contribution of the collision rates is small, and the approximation of
the density with a constant is still valid [31]. Equation (2.34) simplifies to

dN

dt
= R− (γ + β nc)N . (2.35)

The solution of this equation is an exponential given by

N = N0 (1− e−(γ+β nc) t ) . (2.36)

The exponential of the previous equation is fitted to end part of the loading curve
of the MOT shown on Fig. 2.7, to extract the total collision rate γ + β nc.

The density distribution of the atom cloud in the trap follows a Gaussian sphere
as expected for the atoms having a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution in a
harmonic potential as

n(~r ) = n0 e
−(~r/

√
2σ)2 . (2.37)

The atom cloud having a volume of V =
∫∞

0
(n(~r)/n(0)) d3r = π3/2 σ3, we find for

the trapping parameters of the experiment the constant density at a fully loaded
MOT equal to nc = 6.1 × 1010 cm−3. Thus, by fitting the end part of the loading
curve (> 95% of the transient), we extract the value of the two-body collision rate
β ' 3.3 × 10−12 cm3/s. This measurement of the two-body collision rate is in
good agreement with measurements of β in a Rb MOT found in [34], where it is
β ' 2× 10−12 cm3/s for similar trapping parameters to our experiment.

In this experiments, where the aim is to obtain low atom-number clouds, a fully
loaded MOT contains a number of atoms of ∼ 103. The background collisions loss
mechanism and the two-body loss mechanism, which depend on the atom density
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n(~r) and on the square of the density n2(~r) respectively, set an upper limit to the
achieved density and atom number in the trap [35].

2.4.3 The lifetime of the MOT

The MOT that has been described so far is loaded from a constant background
rubidium pressure. As a means to insert rubidium atoms in the experimental cell
we are using a getter source. A getter source is a commercially available dispenser
(described in Chapter 4), that is enclosed within the vacuum champer and emits
rubidium atoms when run with current. We run the dispenser for a short time,
which results in that rubidium atoms are released in the cell. At the same time
rubidium is pumped out by the vacuum pumps. This results, after the transient has
settled after a few minutes, in a constant rubidium pressure in the cell.

In a fully loaded MOT, the maximum (steady-state) number of atoms Ns de-
pends for given trap parameters on the rubidium partial pressure and the over-
all background pressure. When the MOT steady-state number of atoms has been
reached (Fig. 2.7), there is a balance between capturing atoms and losing atoms to
collisions. There is no decaying of the MOT taking place afterwards because the
MOT is being loaded constantly from the constant background rubidium pressure.

In order to observe a decaying process in the number of atoms, we increase the
rubidium partial pressure for a short time by running the dispensers at a higher
current. The increase in rubidium pressure in the cell perturbs the equilibrium of a
fully loaded MOT and has as a result a higher capture rate R′ than before, leading
to an increase in the maximum number of trapped atoms. The MOT in this case is
loaded from the additional flux of atoms from the getter source. When the source is
turned off, the atomic influx is ceased, and R′ is omitted in Eq. 2.34, which becomes

dN(t)

dt
= −γ N(t)− β

∫
n2(~r)d~r . (2.38)

The two-body loss mechanism is negligible compared to background gas collisions
for relative high background pressures, and it becomes significant over background
collision losses for pressures in the range of high-vacuum, which is the case for this
experiment. Furthermore, the loading curve of the MOT can be still approximated
very well with an exponential (Eq. 2.36), despite the non-linear term of intra-trap
two-body collisions [36], while for the decay of the MOT the non-linear term gives
decay curves that deviate strongly from being exponential.

In the case of low atom densities in the MOT, the intra-trap two-body losses
become less significant compared to background gas collisions, and the decay process
from the above equation is simplified to an exponential decay. In that case, the
lifetime of the MOT is defined as the inverse of the time constant of the decay
process. Furthermore, the time constant of the decay is independent of the steady-
state population of the trap [37]. Considering collisions with the residual background
gases (mostly H) and with untrapped rubidium atoms to be the most significant
loss mechanism, the lifetime of the atoms in the trap is written as
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1

τ
= nb σb v̄b + nRb σRb v̄Rb (2.39)

where v̄ is the mean thermal velocity associated with the collisions ((240 m/s for
87Rb and 2200 m/s for H at T = 300 K), n is the density of the background gas,
σb = 3.5× 10−14 cm2 is the collisional cross section with the background atoms [37]
and σRb = 3×10−13 cm2 is the collisional cross section with the untrapped rubidium
atoms [37].

In the experiments of low atom number MOTs, where we are able to observe
clouds of a few single atoms, we are interested in the time intervals τon of a single
atom in the trap, rather than the lifetime τ of a fully loaded MOT. The time intervals
τon of which a single atom stays in the trap before it is ejected follow an exponential
distribution [15], analogously to the exponential decay for a fully loaded MOT. The
effect of two-body collisions at the range of low atom numbers has been studied in
[38], which results in the loss rate being modified due to two-body collisions as

1

τon

= n σ v̄ + β
N − 1

V
, (2.40)

where β is the two-body collision rate, V is the trapping volume, and N = 0, 1, 2, ...
is the number of the individual atoms trapped in the MOT.

The times τc between two successive atoms entering the trap are also expected
to follow an exponential distribution, since the loading of a large MOT occurs ex-
ponentially. Assuming that all atoms that enter the trapping region with vc are
captured, the mean time between two successive atoms entering the trap can be
associated with the capture rate given in Eq. (2.29) as

1

τc

= R . (2.41)

In order to create a low atom number MOT, we start with a fully loaded MOT
at a constant background rubidium pressure and, by tuning the trap parameters, we
reduce the capture rate R. For a typical low atom number MOT the capture rate
R is ∼ 0.1 s−1, which is much smaller than the capture rate of high atom number
MOT. One way to reduce the capture rate, apart from having a low background
rubidium pressure, is by decreasing the detuning δ. For a decrease in the detuning,
the capture velocity vc = ±δ/k also decreases, which results in fewer atoms being,
since R varies with v4

c . The capture rate can also be reduced by increasing the
magnetic field gradient. For a higher magnetic field gradient, the Zeeman shift rises
more rapidly from the trap center, and the atoms become resonant at a smaller
distance from the center (Eq. (2.23)). The later results in decreasing the stopping
distance d, which decreases the capture rate R. For this experiment in low atom
number MOT magnetic field gradients of 50 G/cm are used, which is about 3 times
larger than the gradients used in MOTs for trapping high atom numbers (∼ 106).



Chapter 3

Theory on Imaging Techniques

In cold atom experiments the imaging of the atomic sample is a fundamental part of
the experiment for extracting information about the cold atomic sample. Absorption
imaging has been extensively used in experiments of cold atomic samples and Bose-
Einstein condensates (see for example [1]) as a tool to study the sample itself and
extract information about its size, its temperature and the atom number [39], as
well as for studying the physics involved with cold atoms such as squeezing and
entanglement [7] and coherence phenomena of atom-wavepackets [40]. In the same
scientific field, several other techniques based on the interaction of a probe beam
with the atoms have been developed as an alternative to classical absorption imaging,
such as Fourier-filtered imaging among other imaging techniques with two main goals
being to image non-destructively and/or increase the sensitivity of the imaging.

In this chapter the theory of classical absorption imaging and Fourier-filtered
imaging is discussed. Some other techniques are briefly discussed. The theoretical
background of diffractive dark-ground imaging, a Fourier-filtering based technique,
is presented.

3.1 Atom-light interactions

Imaging techniques such as absorption imaging and Fourier-filtered imaging involve
light from a probe beam interacting with the atom cloud. The resulting light field,
which is carrying the information of the atom cloud, is collected with a set of imaging
optics and sent to a detector.

In the interaction of light with atoms, the atom cloud can be treated as an
optical medium having a complex susceptibility. Thus, the light entering the optical
medium will be absorbed and refracted. The absorption of photons and the phase-
shift of the light are the main processes used to derive information about the atom
cloud in imaging techniques involving a probe beam, such as absorption imaging
and Fourier-filtered imaging.

For a weak probe light (I � Is) with detuning δ from the optical transition,
and for an atom cloud with density n(x, y, z), the complex index of refraction for a
two-level system can be written as [41]
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ñ = 1 +
σ0 nλ

4π

[
−

2δ
Γ

1 + 4δ2

Γ2

+ i
1

1 + 4δ2

Γ2

]
, (3.1)

where σ0 = 3λ2/2π is the resonant cross-section, Γ the natural linewidth of the
transition and λ the wavelength of the transition. Assuming the thin lens approxi-
mation for the atom cloud, we substitute the density of the cloud with the column
density n(x, y) =

∫
n(x, y, z)dz. The probe light is attenuated and phase-shifted by

the atoms, and the field can be written as

E = t E0e
i φ . (3.2)

The transmission coefficient t and the phase shift φ are given by

t = exp

(
−nσ0

2

1

1 + 4δ2

Γ2

)
, (3.3)

φ = −nσ0

2

2δ
Γ

1 + 4δ2

Γ2

. (3.4)

The optical density D is given by the exponent of the transmission coefficient of the
intensity I = |E|2/2:

t2 = exp(−D) . (3.5)

Defining D0 = nσ0 as the resonant optical density, the off-resonant optical density
can be written as

D = D0
1

1 + 4δ2

Γ2

= nσ , (3.6)

where σ = σ0/(1 + (2δ/Γ)2) is the off-resonant cross-section.

3.2 Absorption imaging

Absorption imaging relies on illuminating the atoms with a weak probe beam and
measuring the decrease in probe beam intensity on the CCD camera (Fig. (a)).
Part of the light of the probe beam is absorbed by the atom cloud with density
n(x, y), which results in a decrease in intensity which varies in space. For absorption
imaging, the light field E after absorption from the atom cloud is given directly
from Eq. 3.2. The image on the CCD will show the spatial variation of the intensity
I(x, y) = |E(x, y)|2/2

In the regime of weak probe beam intensities, the intensity distribution I(x, y)
of the probe beam after being absorbed by the atoms is given by

I =
1

2
|E|2 = I0 t

2 = I0 e
−D , (3.7)
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where I0 = E2
0/2 is the initial density profile of the probe beam before being absorbed

by the atoms, and t2 is related to the optical density D through Eq. 3.5.
To extract information about the atom cloud, one is interested in measuring the

density n(x, y) of the cloud, which is related to the optical density as

D(x, y) = σ n(x, y) . (3.8)

In the absorption imaging procedure, first an image is acquired with the intensity
distribution I(x, y) of the probe beam after absorption from the atoms. In order to
extract the optical density D from Eq. 3.7, a second image with the initial intensity
distribution I0(x, y) is required. The second image, called the reference image, is
taken with the probe beam on in the absence of atoms. The absorbtion and the
reference image need to be corrected for any stray light coming from sources other
than the probe beam. For that purpose, a third image of the background light
Ibg(x, y)is taken with no atoms and the probe beam off.

D = −ln(t2) = −ln I(x, y)

I0(x, y)
= −lnIatoms(x, y)− Ibg(x, y)

Iref(x, y)− Ibg(x, y)
. (3.9)

The third image of the background light is subtracted from both the image with
the absorption from the atoms and the reference image, before using them for the
calculation of the optical density.

In experiments with large atom numbers, like for example in [42, 43], the optical
density of the cloud for a resonant probe beam is of the order of 300, which is much
greater than the maximum optical density (D ' 10) detectable by the CCD limited
by its dynamic range. In order to extract quantitative information of such dense
clouds using absorption imaging, one has to detune the probe beam off resonance to
reduce the absorption signal. So far, absorption imaging has been treated consider-
ing a resonant probe beam. The index of refraction for the atom cloud interacting
with a resonant probe beam has only an imaginary part, and thus the probe light
is only attenuated by the atoms.

In the presence of an off-resonant probe, the refractive index has a non-zero real
part, which is responsible for the phase shift imposed to the probe beam by the
atom cloud. The atom cloud due to its curvature is considered to act like a lens [1],
which refracts part of the probe light. The refraction of light from the atom cloud
is known as the lensing effect and can result in systematic errors in the number of
atoms measured with absorption imaging. The real part of Eq. 3.1 is given by

Re(ñ) = 1− 3nλ3

8π2

2δ/Γ

1 + 4δ2/Γ2
. (3.10)

The previous equation shows that for δ < 0 (red detuning ) the real part of the
refractive index is greater than one, and the atoms act as a converging lens. On the
other hand, for δ > 0 (blue detuning) the real part is less than one, and the atoms
act as a diverging lens. The refracted light, unless it is all collected by the imaging
optics, it leads to distortions of the image of the cloud. A spherical cloud with radius
R and index of refraction n is acting as a lens with focal length 1/f = 2(ñ − 1)/R
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[44]. The phase shift φ of the light at wavelength λ passing through the center of
the lens is φ = 4πR(ñ− 1)/lambda. By eliminating the term (ñ− 1) the deflection
half-angle due to refraction on the cloud of atoms with radius R and phase shift φ
is given by

θ = tan−1

(
R

f

)
≈ R

f
=

φ

π/2

λ

4R
, (3.11)

In the equation above, the second term is equal to the diffraction angle due to
the finite size of the optics, and the ratio φ/(π/2) determines whether the deflection
angle is greater or smaller than the diffraction limited angle λ/(4R). The diffraction
limited angle determines the smallest object of R that can be resolved within an
imaging system. The diffracted light from the finite object at the diffraction limit is
equal to the collection angle of the optics. For the deflection angle due to refraction
this means that for phase shifts φ < π/2 the refracted light is within the diffrac-
tion angle and it is collected by the imaging optics making quantitative absorption
imaging possible. For greater phase shifts than φ ≈ π/2, the refraction angle ex-
ceeds the diffraction angle, which leads to deterioration of the images. Therefore,
in the presence of refraction, the minimum radius R of an atom cloud that can be
detected with quantitative absorption imaging is ≈ φ/(π/2) times as large as in the
diffraction limit.

That means that large atom clouds can still be measured using quantitative
absorption imaging. For small dense clouds, one can use the time-of-flight technique.
The atom cloud is released from the trap and left to expand for a some time, thus
its density is decreased, before the absorption image is taken. Alternatively, one
can apply dispersive imaging techniques, either dispersive dark-ground imaging [45]
or phase-contrast imaging [46] (discussed in Section 3.3), which are periodic in the
phase shift φ and do not saturate at large φ. Data processing analysis of a distorted
image due to lensing has also been demonstrated [47].

3.3 Fourier-filtering techniques

Due to the interaction of the probe light with the atoms, part of the probe beam light
is absorbed and refracted by the atom cloud. Absorption from a small object like
the atom cloud causes diffraction in the probe light. Refraction on the atom cloud
and diffraction due to absorption can be regarded as the coherent forward scattering
of light on the atom cloud. The probe beam after passing through the atoms can be
analyzed into two components, one containing the scattered part of the light and one
the unscattered part of the light. The Fourier-filtering approach relies on separating
spatially the two components of the scattered and the unscattered light. This is
achieved by placing a filtering object at the center of the Fourier plane of the first
imaging lens (Fig. 3.1(b), (c)). In the lowest order approximation, the unscattered
component is considered to be a plane wave. Thus the unscattered component is
focused by the first imaging lens at the Fourier plane of the lens, where it interacts
with the filtering object. The part of the probe light that has been scattered by the
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atom cloud is considered to diverge from a point source and is collimated by the first
imaging lens. The collimated scattered component containing all the information
about the atoms is not affected by the filtering object and it is focused on the image
plane. Imaging methods employing the Fourier-filtering principle are commonly
used in microscopy. Fritz Zernike has been awarded the Nobel prize in 1953 for
introducing the phase-contrast imaging method in 1934 [2, 3].

3.3.1 Dispersive dark-ground imaging

Fourier-filtered based imaging techniques are performed by placing a filtering object
at the Fourier plane of the first imaging lens. In the most simple case, the filtering
object is an opaque object, that blocks the unscattered light component (Fig. (b)).
The group of Ketterle in MIT, that first implemented this technique [45], have used
a thin wire as an opaque object. In this method, the light of an off-resonant probe
beam is refracted on the atom cloud. While the unrefracted component is blocked,
the refracted light is not affected by the opaque object and forms a bright image
on the camera on a darker background. Hence, the names ”dispersive imaging” and
”dark-ground imaging” were originally adopted. We refer to this method as disper-
sive dark-ground imaging to differentiate it from diffractive dark-ground imaging,
where the light of a resonant probe beam is diffracted on the atom cloud.

This method was used to measure small dense Bose-Einstein condensates of a
resonant optical density of 300. Absorption imaging is difficult to be applied on
resonance at such high optical densities. Though the optical density is reduced
off-resonance, large detunings result in a strong lensing effect. Deterioration to the
images is avoided as long as refraction occurs within the diffraction angle due to
the finite size of the object, which limits the smallest detectable size of the atom
cloud (discussed in Sec. 3.2). Dispersive dark-ground makes use of the refracted
light at an angle greater than the diffraction angle of the cloud to clearly image a
small dense condensate.

The off-resonant probe beam after passing through the atoms is attenuated and
phase shifted, and its light field can be separated into the two components containing
the scattered and unscattered light. The transmitted light field E is given by

E = t E0e
i φ = E0 + Er , (3.12)

where Er is the component of the refracted light, and E0 is a plane wave that has
not interacted with the atom cloud. Blocking the plane wave component results in
the signal of the refractive dark-ground imaging:

〈Irdg〉 =
1

2
|Er|2 =

1

2
|E − E0|2 = I0 [1 + t2 − 2t cosφ] , (3.13)

with I0 = |E0|2/2 the intensity of the probe beam before scattering. At small φ the
refractive dark-ground signal is quadratic in φ.
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Figure 3.1: Schematics of the optical path for different imaging techniques. (a)
Absorption imaging : The probe beam (blue) illuminates the atom cloud and the
transmitted light is collected by the imaging optics. The absorbed light (pink), that
is subtracted from the total field, appears on the image plane as a dimple on a
brighter background, where the background originates from the unabsorbed probe
light. (b) Dispersive dark-ground imaging : An off-resonant probe beam (blue) is
phase-shifted by going through the atom cloud, which causes light to refract (green).
The unscattered component is blocked with an opaque object at the Fourier plane of
the first imaging lens, while the refracted light is focused on the image plane forming
a bright spot on a darker background. (c) Phase-contrast imaging : Instead of an
opaque object, a λ/4 waveplate is placed at the Fourier plane of the first imaging
lens, which shifts the unscattered light E0 by ±π/2. The phase shifted unscattered
light E0 by 90◦ interferes with the refracted light Er at the image plane forming a
phase-contrast image.
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3.3.2 Phase-contrast imaging

Phase-contrast imaging is based on the interference of the scattered and unscattered
light components. The scattered light is due to refraction of an off-resonant imaging
beam on the atom cloud, as in the refractive dark-ground imaging. Instead of
blocking the unscattered component though, the unscattered light E0 is phase shifted
by ±π/2 by a ”phase plate”, placed at the Fourier plane of the first imaging lens.
The ”phase plate” has a small bump or dip at the center resulting in a phase shift
of ±π/2, whereas it is elsewhere optically flat, so that the collimated refracted light
passes through unaffected (Fig. 3.1(c)). The two light fields, the refracted light field
Er and the shifted unscattered light E0 e

±iπ/2 interfere at the image plane forming
a phase-contrast image [1, 48].

By the interference of the two light fields, Er = E−E0 and E0 e
±iπ/2, the intensity

at the image plane is

〈Ipc〉 =
1

2

∣∣Er + E0 e
±iπ/2∣∣2 =

1

2

∣∣E + E0 (e±iπ/2 − 1)
∣∣2

= I0

[
t2 + 2− 2

√
2t sin

(
φ± π

4

)]
, (3.14)

and for φ� 1, the intensity

〈Ipc〉 ' I0 [t2 + 2− 2t± 2tφ] (3.15)

is linear in φ.
Phase-contrast imaging was first introduced by M. R. Andrews and collaborators

and was used to perform successive non-destructive measurements of Bose-Einstein
condensates [49, 50].

A polarization phase-contrast technique has also been implemented for the de-
tection of a Lithium BEC of atom number of 600 atoms [46]. The probe beam is
linearly polarized with respect to a magnetic field. As it passes through the atoms,
one component of the probe beam couples to the σ+ optical transition and acquires
a phase shift, while the other does not. The two components recombine and inter-
fere with the use of a linear polarizer. The technique is performed far off-resonance
where absorption on the atoms is negligible.

3.3.3 Other imaging techniques

Several other techniques have been developed that make use of scattering of light
from an imaging beam onto the atom cloud, and detect either the change in intensity
or in the phase.

Diffraction-contrast imaging

Diffraction-contrast imaging introduced in [51] solves the inverse problem of re-
trieving the structure of a cold atom cloud from a single diffraction image. An
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off-resonant imaging beam is used to illuminate the atom cloud non-destructively,
and a single diffraction pattern is recorded without the use of any optics. The optical
density of the atom cloud is retrieved from the intensity of the diffraction pattern
by solving the inverse problem of a propagating wave that has been attenuated and
phase-shifted by the atom cloud.

Non-destructive spatial heterodyne imaging

While phase-contrast imaging can be considered as homodyne detection, where the
unscattered light interferes with the scattered light, a heterodyne detection imaging
technique has been demonstrated [52], where the imaging beam, that is phase shifted
by the atoms, interferes with a second laser beam that has not interacted with the
atoms. The interference of the imaging beam with the reference beam produces an
interference pattern on the CCD, where the position of the fringes depends on the
relative phase between the two laser beams and is distorted by the phase shift due
to the atoms. The interference patter is processed in software in order to retrieve
the phase shift due to the atom cloud.

3.4 Diffractive dark-ground imaging

In our experiments of imaging small atom numbers at low optical densities we have
applied a Fourier-filtering based method, which relies on the diffraction caused to
a resonant probe beam by an atom cloud, called Diffractive dark-ground imaging.
The imaging beam is tuned into resonance to have minimal phase shift by the atom
cloud and to maximize the absorption, since we are interested in the detection of
small signals. The atom cloud is strongly absorbing light from the resonant probe
beam and can be considered as an opaque object much smaller in diameter than
the profile of the beam. Figure 3.2 shows the principle of diffractive dark-ground
imaging, which is similar to the principles of the Fourier-filtered techniques described
elsewhere in this chapter.

3.4.1 The light field in diffraction dark-ground imaging

In diffractive dark-ground imaging (DDGI), the unscattered component of the imag-
ing light is separated from the scattered component, where the scattering occurs due
to diffraction of the light on an absorbing target. The unscattered component, that
is focused by the first imaging lens, is blocked by an opaque disk (called a ”dark
spot”) placed at the Fourier plane of the first imaging lens. The diffracted compo-
nent of the light due to absorption by the atom cloud is transformed by the lens
into a plane wave and remains unaffected by the dark spot. The diffracted compo-
nent, which is essentially the light that contains the information from the atoms, is
collected onto the CCD forming a bright spot on a darker background.

In the case of normal absorption imaging, the part of the imaging beam that has
not been absorbed by the atoms is what mainly contributes to the background of the
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the optical path for the Diffractive dark-ground imaging
technique: A resonant probe beam (blue) is partially absorbed by the atom cloud,
which causes light to diffract (green). The unscattered component is blocked with
an opaque object (”dark spot”) placed at the Fourier plane of the first imaging lens,
while the diffracted light remains unaffected by the dark spot and it is focused on
the image plane forming a bright spot on a darker background.

images. In the diffraction dark-ground imaging technique, the unaffected part of the
imaging beam is blocked by the dark spot, which results in a low background level
on the diffractive dark-ground images. The suppression of the background reduces
the noise on the images and increases the sensitivity of the technique at low optical
densities. To test the sensitivity of the technique, we have applied diffraction dark-
ground imaging on a MOT and on a BEC setup at optical densities in the range of
D ' 10−2.

The intensity on the image plane for the diffraction dark-ground imaging can be
derived in analogy to the refractive dark-ground imaging treatment of the light field
in Sec. 3.3.1. The light field of the resonant probe beam after being absorbed by
the atoms can be decomposed into an unscattered plane wave component E0 and
a light field component due to the absorption Eabs. The transmitted light field E
follows a similar equation to Eq. 3.12 and it is given by

E = t E0 = E0 + Eabs , (3.16)

where there is no phase shift (φ = 0) to the light from the atoms, since the imaging
beam is in resonance (Re[ñ] → 0 for δ → 0). Blocking the plane wave component
results in the signal of the diffractive dark-ground imaging:

〈Iddg〉 =
1

2
|Eabs|2 =

1

2
|E − E0|2 = I0 (1− t)2 , (3.17)

with I0 = |E0|2/2 the intensity of the probe beam before the absorption.

From Eq. 3.17 the CCD image intensity of diffractive dark-ground imaging is
related to the transmission coefficient t, and thus the optical density of the atom
cloud is derived from the images as
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D = − ln(t2) = − ln

(1−
√
Iddg

I0

)2
 , (3.18)

The atom density (Eq. 3.6) is given by

n = − 1

σ
ln

(1−
√
Iddg

I0

)2
 , (3.19)

with σ = σ0/(1+(2δ/Γ)2) being the off-resonant cross-section for saturation param-
eter s0 = I/Is � 1. In our experiments, where we measure small atom clouds at
low optical densities and we expect to have a small signal, we opt for in-resonance
imaging (δ = 0) and saturation intensities of s0 ≥ 1. In the general case taking
saturation into account, the cross section is given by [53]

σ =
σ0

(1 + s0 + (2δ/Γ)2)
. (3.20)

3.4.2 Fourier treatment of diffractive dark-ground imaging

In this section diffraction dark-ground imaging is analyzed using Fourier transform
arguments. After the probe light has been absorbed by the atoms, the transmitted
light field is collected by the first lens, which acts as a Fourier transformer, thus one
can treat the effect of the filter on the light by taking the spatial Fourier transform
at the Fourier plane of the first lens.

A general solution to the homogeneous electromagnetic wave equation in rectan-
gular coordinates is formed as a superposition of all possible elementary plane wave
solutions as [54]

E(x, y, z) =

∫∫
E(kx, ky) e

i(kxx+kyy) e±iz
√
k2−k2x−k2y dkxdky , (3.21)

where each individual plane wave components is described explicitly by the expo-
nentials, which are functions of the spatial wavenumbers (kx, ky).

In the far-field the above equation may be evaluated as

E(r, θ, φ) = 2πi (k cos θ)
e−ikr

r
E(k sin θ cosφ, k sin θ sinφ) , (3.22)

which shows that the field at a point (x, y, z) far from the source is proportional to
the plane wave component (kx, ky, kz) propagating in the direction of (x, y, z) with
its plane tangent at the wavefront. Equivalently, the radiation pattern at a plane
far from the source is the Fourier transform of the distribution of the source.

An input function f(x, y) at the front focal plane of a lens can be described with a
spectrum of plane waves corresponding to the Fourier transform F (kx, ky) according
to Eq. 3.22. For each plane wave propagating with a small angular deviation from
the optical axis (paraxial approximation) the lens transforms each plane wave ideally
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into a δ-function at the origin of the back focal plane (Fourier plane). Due to the
finite size of the lens (diffraction), the image at the back focal plane is formed as
a Point-spread function (PSF) characteristic of the impulse response of the system.
For a circular aperture like the lens, the characteristic PSF is the Airy function,
characterized by a central lobe at the origin of the Fourier plane and the higher
frequency concentric rings originating from the fast transition at the edges of the
aperture. For a point source (far field approximation) placed at the front focal
plane of the lens the transformed field will have a single plane wave component in
its spectral distribution and a spherical wavefront.

The optical setup used for diffractive dark-ground imaging (Fig. 3.2) is known
as the 4f -correlator. It’s principle is based on the fact that, an input function
f(x, y) placed on the left focal plane (input plane) of the first lens is correlated
with the transmittance function h(x, y) of the filter placed at the Fourier plane.
The Fourier transform F (kx, ky) of the input function formed at the Fourier plane
is multiplied with the Fourier of the transmittance function of the filter giving a
total transmission of H(kx, ky) ·F (kx, ky). This product is Fourier transformed by
the second lens, which gives at the focal plane on the right (output plane) the
convolution of the two function h ∗ f according to the convolution theorem of the
Fourier transform theory.

The total transmission t of the optical system with a filter with transmission
function H is written in the Fourier domain as [55]

T (νx, νy) = H(νx, νy) ·F (νx, νy) , (3.23)

where F (νx, νy) is the Fourier of the input function f , and the variables νx and νy
are the spatial frequencies given in terms of the focal length f and the wavelength
λ as

νx =
x

λf
, νy =

y

λf
. (3.24)

The Fourier transform of Eq. 3.23 results in the transmission of the light field on
the image plane after the second lens. According to the convolution theorem the
Fourier of a product of two functions is the convolution of their Fourier transforms,
thus the transmission on the image plane is given by

t = F [H] ∗ f . (3.25)

In the case of diffractive dark-ground imaging, the transmitted light after the
interaction with the atom cloud, is analyzed into a plane wave component E0 (un-
scattered part of the probe light) and a field from the diffraction on the cloud. The
Fourier transform of the light field E on the Fourier plane will consist of low spa-
tial frequencies (frequency components close to the origin of the plane) originating
mostly from the unscattered light E0 being focused in the center, and of higher
spatial frequencies (frequency components further from the origin) originating from
the diffracted light collimated by the first lens. The filter placed at the center of
the Fourier plane blocks the low frequencies without affecting the higher ones that
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Figure 3.3: (a) Absorption profile from a probe beam on a Gaussian atom cloud de-
scribed by Eq. 3.26 for a Gaussian shaped absorbtion coefficient k(x). (b) Schematic
representation of the profile of the image formed at the image plane using a filter at
the Fourier plane of the first lens. The profile of the absorption is preserved on the
image plane and appears positive on a suppressed background.

contain the information from the atoms. After the inverse transform is applied by
the second lens, the shape of absorption from the atom cloud will appear on the
image plane reversed (positive) on a suppressed background (Fig. 3.3).

The incident plane wave of the probe beam illuminating a small object (atom
cloud) placed at the focal plane of the first lens (input plane) is modulated according
to the transmission function of that object, which gives the input function f for the
system. The atom cloud can be treated as a partially transmitting object due to
the absorption of photon by the atoms with transmission coefficient E/E0 = 1− k
. The transmission function in one dimension is given by

f(x) =

{
1− k , |x| < a/2
1 , otherwise

, (3.26)

where a is the diameter of the atom cloud, and k is the absorption coefficient. The
amplitude of the incident wave E0 is chosen equal to unity. Since the atom cloud
has a Gaussian density, the absorption also has a Gaussian profile k(x). In Eq. 3.26,
the Gaussian profile is replaced by a flattop function for simplicity without affecting
the argument at the end. The Gaussian absorption profile k(x) is preserved on the
image plane and it appears positive on a suppressed background [42].

In the case of an opaque disk, as it is used in the diffraction dark-ground imaging,
the transmission function of the filter can be written in one dimension as

H(νx) =

{
0 , |νx| < b/(2λf)
1 , otherwise

, (3.27)

where b is the diameter of the opaque disk aligned with the x-axis with its center at
the origin, which is equivalent to a single slit in one dimension. The inverse Fourier
for the transmission function of the filter is calculated as
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F [H](x) = δ(x)− sin (b x/2λf)

π x
. (3.28)

The total transmission of the optical system can be calculated from Eq. 3.25 using
the above expression and the expression for the transmission of the object (Eq. 3.26)
as

t =

 −k + k
π

[
Si
(
b(2x+a)

4λf

)
− Si

(
b(2x−a)

4λf

)]
, |x| < a/2

k
π

[
Si
(
b(2x+a)

4λf

)
− Si

(
b(2x−a)

4λf

)]
, otherwise

, (3.29)

where the sine integral function Si is defined as

Si(u) =

∫ u

0

sin(t)

t
dt . (3.30)

The quantity ab/λf that appears in the arguments of the sine integral functions in
Eq. 3.29 is much smaller than unity (ab/λf � 1) for the set of parameters used in
our experiment. When this unequality is fulfilled, it means equivalently that the
dark spot of size b doesn’t cut significantly on the low frequencies that contain the
information of the object of size a, i.e. the filter is sufficiently smaller than the
object. When ab/λf � 1 applies, the argument of the sine integral functions is

u =
b(2x+ a)

4λf
� 1 for |x| < a/2 , (3.31)

and for the sine integral function applies

Si(u) ' u for u� 1 . (3.32)

Equation 3.29 in the region |x| < a/2 can be approximated in that case by

ttot ' −k +
k

π

ab

2λf
for |x| < a/2 . (3.33)

The intensity of the image of the atom cloud of diameter a is given by

Iim = |ttot(x)|2 '
[
k

(
1− 1

π

ab

2λf

)]2

≈ k2 for |x| < a/2 . (3.34)

By means of numerical analysis, the second term in Eq. 3.29 is found to be < 10−4

for |x| > a/2 and ab/λf � 1, thus the background around the image is suppressed.
In the general case, where a Gaussian absorption profile k(x) is considered, the
absorbtion profile is preserved on the image plane with peak intensity ≈ k2.

In the case where ab/λf ≥ 1, the image of the cloud is degraded, since the dark
spot is cutting some of the lower frequencies that belong to the absorption image
and contain information of the atoms.
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3.4.3 Background level on the images

The dark spot is blocking the low frequencies of the focused probe beam at the
Fourier plane, and, in the ideal case, this means the probe beam is blocked com-
pletely, and the background on the image plane is suppressed to zero. However,
some of the rapidly varying components of the probe beam, which are caused by
the interference from the imaging optics and the windows of the vacuum, or by the
diffraction on speckles on the windows, are not blocked by the dark spot. Therefore
there is a residual background light from the probe light that reaches the image
plane, and appears as a finite background intensity level on the images. We define
the ratio of extinction rext of the dark spot on the probe light as the reciprocal of
the transmission coefficient of the filtered probe light on the image plane to the
unfiltered probe light:

rext =

(
Iref

I0

)−1

, (3.35)

where Iref is the intensity on the image plane of the background light from a filtered
probe beam, and I0 is the initial intensity of the probe beam.

The residual light Ebg of the attenuated probe beam reaches the image plane,
where it interferes with the light field Eabs containing the information from the atoms
as |Ebg − e−iφEabs|2 with φ being the phase difference between the background and
the light from the atoms. Assuming that there is not any further phase shift added
to the light, the two fields interfere destructively, i.e. φ = π. In the presence of a
non-zero background on the image plane the shape of the images changes as shown
in Fig. 3.4.

In the case where the background light field is greater than the light field from
the absorption on the atoms (Ebg > Eabs) the image appears as a dip in a higher
background level (Fig. 3.4(a)) similar to the images taken with a non-dark-ground
method (such as in absorption imaging). In such a case, one is still able to extract
the column density from the shape of the image and do quantitative measurements.
In the case where the background level from the probe light is comparable to the
light from the absorption (Ebg ∼ Eabs) the number of atoms cannot be deduced due
to ambiguity in the resulting image (Fig. 3.4(b)). Finally, in the case of a smaller
background than the light from absorption (Ebg < Eabs), a dark-ground image is
formed with its peak intensity decreased 3.4(c)) as compared to a pure dark-ground
image with zero background. The decrease in the intensity is due to the interference
of the residual background with the light from the absorption. For measuring atom
numbers, the effect of the background level can be neglected, when it is much smaller
than the absorption light, and it is taken into account for small signals comparable
to the background

3.4.4 Dark spot size

The size of the dark spot is chosen so that the probe light is sufficiently attenuated
without significantly reducing the light containing the information from the atoms.
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Figure 3.4: Image profiles at the presence of residual background level from the
filtered probe beam. (a) The image appears as a negative dip in a higher level of
background (Ebg > Eabs). (b) Effect on the image of a background comparable to
the absorption light (Ebg ∼ Eabs) (c) Dark-ground image at the presence of a smaller
background (Ebg < Eabs). The peak intensity is reduced due to the interference of
the residual background with the light from the absorption.

From the perspective of the Fourier analysis, the dark spot placed at the origin on
the Fourier plane is chosen so that it is blocking most of the low frequencies of the
focused probe beam without affecting significantly the lower frequencies of the light
from the atoms. The diffraction of the light on the atom cloud can be treated as the
diffraction on a circular aperture with diameter a equal to the diameter of the cloud.
The radiation pattern of a source in the far-field is the Fourier transform of the light
distribution of the source. For uniform illumination on a circular aperture, the
zeroth-order Fraunhoffer diffraction pattern is given by the Airy disk with diameter
2rAiry = 2.44λf/a [54].

The diffraction pattern obtained by an aperture whose transmission has a Gaus-
sian variation, for example a Gaussian filter placed in front of a circular aperture,
is also a Gaussian function. The output profile of single mode beam has a Gaussian
intensity profile, and according to the diffraction equation it maintains that profile
as it propagates away from the source [44].

The atom cloud at low optical densities has a Gaussian density distribution and
a Gaussian transmission function, therefore the light from diffraction on clouds of
low optical densities will also have a Gaussian profile. By replacing the central lobe
of the Airy pattern with a Gaussian of the same volume as the Airy pattern, the 1/e
diameter of the diffraction pattern from an aperture of diameter a with Gaussian
transmission function is given by

w = 1.24
λf

a
. (3.36)

In order for the light diffracted on an atom cloud of diameter a to be transmit-
ted without being reduced significantly, the diameter b of the dark spot has to be
much smaller than the diffraction pattern w, which is equivalent to the ab/λf � 1
argument discussed in Sec. 3.4.2. Figure 3.5(a) shows the transmission coefficient
over the ratio b/w of the light containing the information after passing the dark
spot using the Gaussian profile for the pattern of diffraction. For the parameters of
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Figure 3.5: Transmission curves for a dark spot of diameter b assuming a Gaussian
profile for the light. (a) Transmission curve of the light containing the information
after passing the dark spot. The curve is plotted over the ration b/w for an atom
cloud of 1/e diameter of 30 µm and for the parameters of our experiment (λ =
780 nm and f = 95.5 mm). (b) Transmission curve for the probe light plotted over
the ratio b/w of the dark spot size to the diffraction pattern of the atoms for a probe
beam with a diameter of 1 mm.

the experiment (λ = 780 nm, f = 95.5 mm) and for a typical 1/e diameter of the
cloud of 30 µm using a dark spot of 200 µm results in a b/w ratio of 0.06, which is
sufficiently smaller than unity and does not cut down significantly (< 3%) on the
light from the atoms.

The size of the dark spot is also relevant to determine the ratio of extinction
(Eq. 3.35) for the light of the probe beam. The size of the dark spot b has to
be greater than the diffraction pattern wd for a probe beam of diameter d, which
sets a lower limit to the size of the dark spot. The extinction curve is plotted on
Fig. 3.5(b) over the ratio b/w of the dark spot size to the diffraction pattern of
the atoms for a probe beam with a diameter of d = 1 mm. For b/w = 0.06, the
predicted ratio of extinction is already very high. The higher spatial frequencies
though, caused by interference between the vacuum windows or by diffraction on
dust particles, are not cut by the dark spot resulting in a measured extinction of
r−1

ext ∼ 10−3. Some of the higher spatial frequencies can be suppressed by increasing
the diameter b of the dark spot, thus a dark spot of a bigger size would account
for a greater measured coefficient of extinction, although it would start to have an
effect on the transmission of the light from the atoms. For a constant size of the
dark spot, the above limitations can be bypassed by having an atom cloud of smaller
diameter a; the later can be achieved by decreasing the number of atoms in the trap
or by having a stronger confining magnetic field. Smaller atom clouds also require
a higher optical resolution for the imaging system.
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3.4.5 Diffusion and expansion of the atom cloud during the
imaging time

In diffractive dark-ground imaging, the atomic sample that has been prepared in
the MOT is released from the trap and imaged in free space. At the moment of the
trap switch-off, the atoms fly towards a random direction according to their initial
velocity associated with their temperature at that moment. The temperature of
the atoms in the MOT is expected at least one order of magnitude lower than the
Doppler limit (140 µK for rubidium), as discussed in Sec. 2.1.1. The atoms have
a thermal velocity given by vT =

√
2kBT/M , which for the Doppler temperature is

vTD = 0.16m/s. For times shortly after the switch-off, the acceleration due to gravity
has not yet become significant, and the cloud in free space expands isotropically.

During the imaging time, diffusion of the atoms due to spontaneous emission
also results in the expansion of the atom cloud. When the atom cloud is illuminated
by the probe beam, the photons that are absorbed by the atoms are spontaneously
re-emitted towards a random direction. As discussed in Sec. 2.1.1, the spontaneous
re-emission of photons leads to heating up of the sample and to the increase of the
momentum of the atoms towards a random direction for each photon that is re-
emitted. As a result, the atom undergoes a random-walk process both in velocity
space and in position. The cumulative effect of N vector displacements at random
direction of equal magnitude results in a total displacement with a magnitude given
by [56]

r =
√
N∆r , (3.37)

where ∆r is the magnitude of an individual vector displacement. Similarly, in veloc-
ity space the magnitude of the total velocity displacement assuming N individual
velocity displacements at random direction of equal magnitude is given by

v =
√
N∆v , (3.38)

where the magnitude ∆v is the velocity displacement from an individual spontaneous
emission and is in our case equal the recoil velocity vrec.

Due to the effect of spontaneous emission during the imaging time, the atom will
travel a total distance of r towards a random direction, which leads to an average
expansion of the radius of the cloud of

wave =
√
w2

0 + r2 , (3.39)

with w0 the initial 1/e radius of the cloud. Equations 3.37 and 3.38 hold for any
direction in space, although in imaging the plane perpendicular to the probe beam
(imaging plane) is of interest.

An increase in the cloud size during the imaging time, either due to diffusion or
because of an expanding cloud in free space, affects the transmission of the diffracted
light, since an increase in a leads to an increase in the ratio ab/λf (Fig. 3.5). In order
to keep the expansion of the cloud and therefore the change in the transmission low,
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we require that the mean distance of expansion to be lower than the initial radius
of the cloud and the resolution of the optics.

Another effect of the expansion of the cloud during the imaging time, is the
decrease in the peak intensity Ipeak of the image, since the light is spread on a larger
area. The light intensity I(x, y) on the image plane can be described by a two-
dimensional Gaussian distribution with peak intensity Ipeak and variance σ2

x and σ2
y.

The total power is given by the integration of I(x, y) as

P =

∫ +∞

−∞

∫ +∞

−∞
Ipeak e

− x2

2σ2x e
− y2

2σ2y dx dy = 2πIpeak σx σy , (3.40)

thus, when the size of the cloud is increased by a factor of α = σ′/σ on the transverse
plane, the peak intensity is decreased by a factor of α2, i.e. I ′peak = Ipeak/a

2, in order
for the total power to maintain the same value.

The increase in the size of the cloud and the corresponding decrease in intensity
have an effect on the estimated number of atoms from the images. From Eq. 3.19,
the atom column density n′(x, y) estimated from an image, where the initial intensity
I(x, y) has dropped by a factor of α2, scales as

n′(x, y) ∼ − ln

1−

√
I(x, y)

α2I0

2 ≈ 2

α

√
I(x, y)

I0

∼ α−1 , (3.41)

where the approximation − ln[(1 − x)2] ≈ 2x for x � 1 has been used valid at
low optical densities (D � 1). From the above equation, at low optical densities,
one can derive that the σn of the atom density distribution n(x, y) are given by
(σn,x, σn,y) =

√
2(σx, σy), therefore (σn,x, σn,y) scales the same as (σx, σy) with respect

to a:

σ′n ∼ σ′ ∼ α , (3.42)

for both directions of the imaging plane. The atom number that is estimated from
the column density n(x, y) over the whole image of a cloud that has expanded by a
factor of α scales as

N ′ ∼ n′peak σ
′
n,x σ

′
n,y ∼ α . (3.43)

The expansion of the cloud sets an upper limit to the illumination time τ of the
probe beam, in order to keep the error of a to the atom number estimation small.

Apart from the motion of atoms towards all directions induced by diffusion from
spontaneous emission, there is also motion induced by the absorbed photons along
the imaging axis (z-axis). The photons that are absorbed by the atoms from the
imaging beam during the imaging time impart momentum to the atoms in the cloud.
This effect causes the atoms to move along the z-axis with a velocity vrec for each
absorbed photon, and the distance that the atoms have traveled during a certain
time will be proportional to the scattering rate Rsc. The distance traveled by the
atoms along the z-axis during the illumination time τ is
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∆z = Rsc vrec τ
2 , (3.44)

which has to be much smaller than the focal depth of the optics to avoid having
the atom cloud pushed out of focus during the imaging time. Assuming a Gaussian
beam being focused by a lens, the depth of focus of the beam is 2zR = 2πw2

0/λ,
where zR is the Rayleigh range and w0 is the (minimum) beam waist at the position
of the focus. At a distance z away from the focus, the beam spot size is given by

w(z) = w0

√
1 +

(
z

zR

)2

, (3.45)

where z = 0 coincides with the position of the focus. For a distance equal to the
Rayleigh range zR away from the focus, the beam spot size is

√
2w0.
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Chapter 4

The Experimental Setup

In this chapter, the composing parts of the experimental setup are presented. The
setup is a typical setup for cold atom experiments, which enables for the trapping
of rubidium atoms in a MOT and for the application of the diffraction dark-ground
imaging technique. The core of the experiment is the octagonal glass cell, in the
center of which the atom trap is formed in ultra-high vacuum (UHV). The small
compact vacuum system is kept in UHV (∼ 10−11 mbar) using an ion-pump. Around
the cell, collimated laser light is delivered by optical fibers in all three directions in
space forming the MOT beams. The laser system, that is providing the light used for
trapping and imaging of the atoms, is described throughout this chapter. The master
laser, the slave laser, and all the other parts of the laser system are all constructed
on separate optical boards. The optical boards are connected with optical fibers,
which decouples each part of the laser system from the others in terms of optical
alignment. The imaging system is a typical imaging system using standard optics.
Our intention was to demonstrate the high sensitivity of the diffraction dark-ground
imaging method on standard optics.

4.1 Lasers system

In the setup, the laser light (master laser) is generated by an external cavity laser
diode operated at 780 nm. By use of optical feedback from a diffraction grating the
frequency excursions of the diode laser are reduced to lower than 1 MHz suitable
for laser cooling. The frequency of the diode laser is locked in order to stabilize it
against mechanical vibrations and fluctuations in temperature and injection current.
To meet the requirements in laser power for the experiment we make use of the
master-slave arrangement, where the light from the master laser is injected in a
second temperature stabilized diode laser (slave laser) to boost the output power.
The light is then split in two parts. According to their task for the experiment, i.e.
either for trapping or imaging, each part of the light undergoes a different frequency
shift using acousto-optic modulators (AOMs).

In this section, the properties of the cooling transition of 87Rb used in the ex-
periments are discussed, and the different parts of the laser system are described,
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that provide the light used for cooling and trapping in the MOT and the probe light
used for imaging.

4.1.1 Hyperfine structure of 87Rb

The electronic configuration for the ground state of 87Rb is 52S1/2. The first excited
state 5P is split due to spin-orbit coupling into two levels, 52P1/2 and 52P3/2, accord-
ing to the angular momentum quantum number J = L+S. The hyperfine structure
is occurring from the interaction of the magnetic moment of the electrons orbiting
around the nucleus with the nuclear magnetic moment proportional to ~I. The mag-
netic moment of the electrons arising from their relative motion to the nucleus is
proportional to the electron total angular momentum ~J. The conserved quantum
quantity is the total angular momentum ~F = ~I +~J. For the alkali elements, there is
one valence electron in the outer shell. In the ground state the single valence elec-
tron has zero orbital angular momentum and spin angular momentum of S = 1/2.
Thus the total angular momentum is F = I ± 1/2. The hyperfine level splitting
in the ground state for rubidium having nuclear spin of I = 3/2 results into two
hyperfine levels with quantum numbers F = 1 and F = 2 respectively. The 52P1/2

excited level also splits into two hyperfine levels, and the 52P3/2 excited state splits
into four levels as F = I ± 1/2, ±3/2. The hyperfine energy level structure of 87Rb
is shown on Fig. 4.1.

The transition to the 52P1/2 excited state is referred to as the D1 line and the
transition to 52P3/2 as the D2 line of rubidium. For the laser cooling we use the
hyperfine transition F = 2 → F ′ = 3 of the D2 line at wavelength λ = 780 nm,
where the unprimed F refers to the 52P1/2 and the primed F ′ refers to the 52P3/2

manifold. This transition has been chosen for laser cooling because it is a cyclic
transition according to the electric-dipole selection rule ∆F = 0,±1. Our laser
frequency is tuned to excite the F = 2 → F ′ = 3, however the laser also excites
with small probability the non-resonant transition of F = 2 → F ′ = 2. From
the F ′ = 2 state, the atoms may decay to the F = 1 lower hyperfine state of the
ground state, which is a dark state, i.e. the cooling light cannot excite the atoms to
F ′ = 3. For that reason, a second frequency is needed to drive the F = 1→ F ′ = 2
transition, from where they can decay back to either the F = 2 or the F = 1
states. This second frequency, termed as the repumper frequency, is embedded in
the laser system by the AM modulation of the laser used for cooling. The amplitude
modulation on the main laser produces sidebands at the repumper frequency, that
drives the F = 1→ F ′ = 2 transition.

4.1.2 Extended cavity master laser

For the cold atom experiments, it is required that the laser linewidth is small com-
pared to the natural linewidth Γ = 2π × 6 MHz of the transition used for cooling.
Furthermore, stabilization of the laser’s frequency over temperature and current
drifts is required.
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Figure 4.1: Hyperfine level structure of the D2 line of 87Rb [57, 58]. The hyperfine
level spacing is shown to scale within each manifold, but is not to scale between
the ground state and the excited state manifolds. The approximate Landé g-factors
are given for each hyperfine level together with the Zeeman splitting between the
magnetic sublevels to the corresponding hyperfine level. The cooling laser drives the
F = 2 → F ′ = 3 cyclic transition with its frequency red-detuned by δ = 12 MHz
below the resonance. The repumper frequency drives the F = 1→ F ′ = 2 transition
putting atoms back to the upper hyperfine level of the ground state. To stabilize
the frequency of the laser, the laser is locked to the F = 1 / F = 3 crossover line
(red cross) using Doppler-free spectroscopy. The laser’s frequency is then shifted by
use of an AOM to the appropriate frequency for the cooling transition.
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For our master laser, we use an extended cavity diode laser configuration [59–61]
operating at 780 nm. The extended cavity is made by an optical grating placed in
front of the diode laser. The first order of the diffracted beam on the grating is fed
back to the diode, while the zeroth order is decoupled and used as the laser source.
The optical feedback to the laser reduces the current threshold and narrows the
linewidth to less than 1 MHz. The length and the tilt angle of the external cavity
are controlled by piezo-electric crystals (PZT) attached to the back of the grating.
The use of PZTs achieves a wide range (of several GHz) in tuning the frequency,
and it also enables the electronic locking of the frequency via the application of a
feedback signal.

The temperature is stabilized by a Peltier element attached to the mount of the
laser. The Peltier element is controlled by a temperature controller (THORLABS
TED 200). The injection current of the diode laser is controlled by a home made
current control driver designed for low noise operation. The same signal that is used
as feedback for frequency stabilization is applied both to the current driver and to
the piezo crystals driver. The diode and the grating are enclosed within a metal
box to seal off any air current disturbances. The whole setup of the metal box and
the rest of the external optics used for the Doppler-free spectroscopy are placed on
a marble slab to reduce mechanical vibrations.

Laser frequency stabilization

The laser frequency stabilization is achieved with Doppler-free saturation spec-
troscopy. The saturated absorption spectrum is obtained from a rubidium vapor
cell. A strong pump beam and a weak probe beam propagating in the opposite
direction are crossing with a small angle at the region of the vapor cell. The ab-
sorption profile from a sole probe beam results in a broadened profile due to the
relative velocities of the atoms with respect to the probe beam. The broadened
profile known as the Doppler profile has a linewidth of the order of ∼100 MHz. The
presence of the strong probe beam depletes the number of atoms in the ground state
with zero velocity. This results in a drop in absorption at the resonance of the tran-
sition, and appears as a sharp dip of ∼1 MHz on the much broader Doppler profile.
The substitution of the two signals results in a Doppler-free signal, where only the
sharp peak of the transition is observed.

By scanning the frequency of the laser, the full hyperfine spectrum is obtained
where each of the hyperfine levels is discerned as a separate sharp peak. In the
spectrum there are also other lines present in between the hyperfine lines known as
crossover lines. A crossover peak appears in the middle between two transitions that
have the same lower level and different excited levels. When the laser is tuned in the
middle of the two transitions, because of the Doppler effect, atoms from a certain
velocity class moving for example towards the pump beam see the pump beam in
resonance with the higher frequency transition. At the same time, they see the
probe beam in resonance with the lower frequency transition. As a result, saturated
absorption occurs also in the middle of these two transitions, which appears as an
additional peak on the saturated absorption spectrum.
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The frequency is locked to the F = 2 → F ′ = 1 and F = 2 → F ′ = 3 crossover
line of the saturated absorption spectrum. A photo-diode is used to collect the fluo-
rescence from the vapor cell which is proportional to absorption. For the frequency
locking we use the dichroic laser locking technique [62, 63]. At the presence of a
weak external magnetic field created by a coil around the vapor cell, the saturated
absorption spectrum is shifted in frequency due to the Zeeman effect. The linearly
polarized probe beam, that propagates longitudinally to the magnetic field, can be
considered as being composed of the two σ+ and σ− polarization states. This shifts
the signal in frequency into two opposite directions.

The two antisymmetric components are differentiated to generate a signal with
zero crossings (dispersion-like signal), which is used as the error signal. The resulting
error signal is used as feedback control to both the laser current and the PZT array.

External Cavity 
Diode Laser PDRb 

Spectroscopy

Error Signal 
Feedback

Figure 4.2: Schematic of the frequency stabilization electronic feedback loop to
the master laser. The fluorescence signal from the Rb cell, which is proportional to
the Doppler-free saturated absorption signal, is collected with a photodiode (PD). A
weak magnetic field around the Rb cell splits the signal into two identical components
shifted in frequency towards opposite directions. The two components are separated
with a waveplate and recombined to give a dispersion-like signal, which is used as
error feedback control to the master laser.

4.1.3 Slave laser

The output of the master laser has a good quality spectral characteristics, that is a
narrow linewidth as compared to the natural linewidth of the cooling transition and
it is frequency locked. The output power though is low of about 2 mW, whereas
for the experiment, a total laser power of ' 20 mW is required for the MOT of
small atom numbers. To amplify the output laser power, we use a second diode
laser in the master-slave configuration. The slave diode laser is a high output power
(80 mW) laser diode operating in a very broad frequency band. The output beam of
the slave diode is collimated by an objective and the diode is temperature stabilized
by a Peltier element and a temperature controller (THORLABS TED 200). The
light from the master laser is directly injected into the slave diode laser transferring
all its good quality spectral characteristics to it. The slave laser, after the injection
from the master laser, has the same linewidth with the master, a locked frequency
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of the slave laser layout. The light from the master laser is
injected into the slave diode laser. The slave diode laser has a high output power
(∼ 60 mW) and the same linewidth with the master laser. An optical isolator is
blocking the back-injection with reflected light from the high power slave laser, that
would disturb the laser frequency stability. A microwave waveform at the repumper
frequency (6850 MHz) is modulating the injection current of the diode laser. A small
part of the light is injected into a Fabry-Pérot cavity for monitoring the spectrum.

and an output power of ∼ 60 mW. In Fig. 4.3 the optical setup for the injection of
the slave laser is depicted.

Repumper frequency

The light of the slave laser is tuned to drive the F = 2 → F ′ = 3 cyclic transition,
whereas, for the trapping to occur, a repumping of the atoms that have decayed
in a dark state is required. The repumper frequency driving the F = 1 → F ′ = 2
repumping transition is embedded in the laser system via the AM modulation of the
frequency of the light of the slave laser. A small percentage of the slave laser power
is modulated into sidebands at a fixed distance around the center frequency. The
modulation is achieved by directly modulating the diode laser current. By having
a small percentage of the power on a sideband at a distance equal the repumper
frequency trapping of atoms is achieved [64].

The light is frequency locked to the F = 2 → F ′ = 3 transition of 780 nm,
which is in the order of THz. It can be described by a sine wave as c(t) = sin(ωct),
where the frequency ωc/2π is driving the F = 2 → F ′ = 3 transition and is the
carrier frequency. To drive the F = 1 → F ′ = 2 transition, we form the frequency
(ωc + ωm)/2π with
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ωm/(2π) = 6834.68− (266.65 + δ) (MHz) , (4.1)

where the 6835 MHz is the difference between the F = 1 and F = 2 levels of the
ground state and the 267 MHz is the difference between the F = 2 and F = 3 levels
of the excited state (Fig. 4.1). For a typical detuning of δ = 12 MHz, this results
in a modulation frequency of ωm/(2π) = 6850 MHz. The modulating waveform can
be written as m(t) = M · cos(ωmt + φ) with ωm � ωc. The amplitude modulation
is created by the product

y(t) = [A+M · cos(ωmt+ φ)] · sin(ωct) , (4.2)

where A represents the amplitude of the center frequency waveform c(t) controlled
by the current controller of the laser diode. The modulated waveform is written as

y(t) = A · sin(ωct) +
M

2
[sin((ωc + ωm)t+ φ) + sin((ωc − ωm)t+ φ)] . (4.3)

The modulated light has, apart from the central component, two components at
the frequencies (ωc − ωm)/2π and (ωc + ωm)/2π, where the later is the repumper
frequency for our experiment. The Fourier of Eq. 4.3 is

Y = πA · δ(ω − ωc) +
iπ

2
[δ(ω − (ωc − ωm)− δ(ω − (ωc + ωm)] , (4.4)

where only the one-sided spectrum for positive frequencies is written. In Eq. 4.4
the presence of the two sidebands around the central frequency ωc becomes more
apparent. In Fig. 4.4is shown a typical spectrum of the cooling laser light taken
with the Fabry-Pérot cavity. The power in the sidebands is 5% with respect to the
central component.

The frequency of 6850 MHz is generated by a microwave frequency generator
and it is amplified by a low noise 7dBm output microwave amplifier (Fig. 4.3).
For the modulation of the injection current of the diode laser the microwave is
combined with the DC current from the injection current controller via a bias tee
module (Minicircuits ZFBT-4R2GW) connected close to the end connection of the
coaxial cable delivering the microwave. The microwave is also combined with a small
DC voltage on a mixer (MiniCircuits ZMX-8GLH) in order to control the output
microwave power. The output microwave power determines the size of the sidebands
with respect to the center frequency (modulation index).

4.1.4 The AOM board

After the light has been amplified at the slave laser, it enters the AOM board (Fig.
4.5), where it is split into two parts. Each part of the light is driven through
a separate acousto-optic modulator (AOM), where it undergoes a slight shift in
frequency according to the task it is fulfilling in the experiment.
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Figure 4.4: Spectrum of the slave laser light taken with the Fabry-Pérot cavity. The
central frequency and the sidebands are depicted. The power in the sidebands is 5%
with respect to the central component. On the left, a mirror image is visible from
the triggering pulse of the oscilloscope.

The laser light is initially frequency locked to the F = 1 / F = 3 crossover line,
that lies 212 MHZ below the resonance of the cooling transition. The part of the
light that is used for cooling in the MOT is sent through AOM1, where it is shifted
by 200 MHz resulting in a detuning of 12 MHZ below resonance. The other part of
the light going through AOM2 is shifted by 212 MHZ into resonance, and is used as
resonant probe light in the diffractive dark-ground imaging technique.

The AOM consists of an optical medium (TeO2) with a piezo-electric transducer
attached to it. An RF generator is driving the transducer with an RF waveform, and
the vibrations from the transducer gives rise to traveling sound waves in the optical
medium. The contractions from the sound wave are causing the index of refraction
of the medium to change periodically creating a Bragg diffraction grating. The light
passing through the optical medium is diffracted and the light frequency is shifted
due to the interaction with the propagating sound wave (Fig. 4.6) with the 1st
order of diffraction having a frequency shift of Ω, the 2nd order a shift of 2Ω etc.
By tuning the RF oscillation frequency, one is able to change the wavelength of the
sound wave and hence the frequency shift Ω. The diffraction angle changes with the
wavelength of the sound wave as

sin θB = mλ/2Λ , (4.5)

where m = 0,±1, ... the order of diffraction, λ the wavelength of the incident light
and Λ the wavelength of the acoustic wave. By changing the angle of incidence, the
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of the AOM board. The light is split into two parts, and
each part is driven through AOM1 and AOM2 respectively. Both AOMs are in
the double-pass configuration. The lens before each AOM focuses the beam to the
center of the AOM, which coincides with the center of a spherical mirror. The +1
order is reflected by the spherical mirror back to the center and passes through
the AOM a second time. The rest of the orders are blocked after the first pass.
AOM1 and AOM2 are operated at frequencies Ω1 = 100 MHz and Ω2 = 106 MHz
respectively, where the total frequency shift to the first order is 2Ω in the double-
pass configuration. The light that passes through AOM1 is used as trapping light
in the MOT and the light that passes through AOM2 is used for imaging.

power distribution of the incident light to the different orders of diffraction changes.
We observed about 75% of the incident light being diffracted in the first order.

In the setup we use two AOMs (IntraAction, ATM-1101A2) both with center
frequency of 110 MHz. The drivers (IntraAction, DE-110) for the AOMS consist
of an RF generator, a broadband RF amplifier, a power supply, and enable for the
tuning of the frequency and the amplitude of the diffraction, either manually or
through computer control. Both AOMs are in the double-pass configuration. In the
double-pass configuration the 1st order is reflected back to the AOM by a spherical
mirror, where it undergoes a second frequency shift. The center of the AOM is
positioned at the center of the curvature of the spherical lens; thus the diffracted
beam is always reflected back to the center of the lens through the same point where
it originally came from. In the single-pass configuration, any change in frequency
means also a change in the diffraction angle. In the double-pass configuration, the
beam is always reflected back through the center, which enables for a wide range of
frequency tuning without displacing the beam.
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Figure 4.6: The operation of the AOM is based on Bragg diffraction on a propagating
sound wave that creates periodic changes on the index of refraction of an optical
medium. The frequency of the diffracted beam is shifted according to the order of
the diffraction as mΩ, where m = 0,±1, ... is the diffraction order. The transducer
(bottom) driven with RF induces sound waves through the optical medium, that
propagate upwards. The positive orders m > 0 are diffracted upwards along the
direction of the sound wave, and the negative orders m < 0 are diffracted downwards
opposite to the direction of the sound wave.

4.2 The vacuum system

Experiments on cold atoms require a very high vacuum (> 10−8 mbar) to reduce
background gas collisions and to achieve a prolonged time of the cold atoms staying
in the trap. In our system we opt for ultra high vacuum (UHV) corresponding to
pressures of the order of > 10−10 mbar, which results in long loading times for the
MOT of greater than 10 s. For our low atom number experiments a long loading
time and a low pressure is important, since it also decides the lifetime of single atoms
in a low atom number MOT (Section 2.4.3).

Our vacuum system (Fig. 4.7), is a small compact vacuum system suitable for
a simple MOT setup. The connection tubes are stainless steel. The experiments in
the MOT are conducted in the vacuum octagon glass cell, which is pumped by an
25 l/s ion pump (Gamma Vacuum - TiTan 25S). The small volume and the small
interior surface of our vacuum system enables us to reach UHV and pressures below
10−10 mbar. The pressure is monitored by an ionization gauge. The ion pump was
kept at a distance of 60 cm from the location of the MOT in the glass cell to reduce
interference from the magnetic field of the ion pump. In all other cases the volume
has been kept as small as possible. The vacuum system is initially brought to a
pressure of ∼ 10−6 mbar with a turbo-molecular pump (TPU 55 Pfeifer Balzers).
At that pressure, the ion-pump is switched on, and the valve connecting the turbo
pump to the system is closed. With the ion pump running, we perform a bakeout up
to 180 ◦C to clear the interior from water and other gases that could outgas from the
materials and to remove any heavy particles stuck on the walls. After cooling the
system down to room temperature, we are able to reach a pressure of ∼ 10−11 mbar.
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Figure 4.7: The vacuum system composed of the glass cell, the dispenser rubidium
source and the ion pump. A turbo-molecular pump is used to bring the system
down to ∼ 10−6 mbar. At that point, the ion pump is turned on. The ion pump
brings the system down to the pressure of ∼ 10−10 mbar. After the ion pump is
switched on, the valve of the turbo pump is closed. The ion pump is always in use
maintaining the ultra-high vacuum.

4.2.1 The getter source

As the rubidium source we use a set of two dispensers (SAES Getters) located on
the top flange of the intersection tube adjacent to the cell (Fig. 4.8). Each one of
the dispensers is connected to the DC power supply with a high current feedthrough
attached to the top flange and can be operated separately. The dispensers, also
referred to as the getter source, are designed to deposit large amounts of Rb when
run with a few A of current. The current passing through the dispenser is causing the
temperature to rise to over 300 ◦C. At that temperature, the rubidium undergoes
a reduction reaction, and atomic Rb vapour is released from the dispenser. The
reduction reaction is occurring above a certain threshold of operating current, which
for our case was found to be 2.8 A

Before being used in the experiment, the dispensers were degased along the rest
of the vacuum system by running them below the threshold current during the
bakeout of the vacuum system. To get the dispensers started, one needs to give
the dispenser several high current pulses (about 8 A for 5 s) to get rid of the dirt
deposited on the dispenser preventing Rb vapor atoms from being released. After
this process of several pulses is completed, the dispenser is operated at currents of
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Figure 4.8: Closeup of the location of the dispensers inside the vacuum system. The
dispensers are attached to the top flange of the tube that is connecting the glass cell
to the vacuum system. Copper rods are used as feedthroughs.

3 to 3.3 A. For a constant current on the dispenser, there is constant Rb pressure
in the vacuum cell and a uniform loading rate during the experiments.

4.2.2 The octagon glass cell

At the center of the vacuum cell is where the low atom number MOT is formed
that is used as an object for our diffractive dark-ground imaging technique. Optical
access from several direction is required, therefore, an octagon shape was adopted
for the glass cell. This provides us with enough view ports for the three pairs of the
MOT beams and a clear optical path for the probe beam for imaging. The octagon
cell is made of fussed silica (Technical Glass Inc.), and has a diameter of 80 mm.
The windows are made of quartz and are antireflection coated. The windows have
a diameter of 24.5 mm, except for the two windows on the top and the bottom edge
of the cell, which have a diameter of 36.75 mm. The cell is connected to a 100 mm
glass tube, which is fused to a stainless steel CF flange compatible with the rest of
the vacuum system.

4.3 The magnetic coils

To produce the quadrupole magnetic field for the MOT we use a set of two identical
circular coils placed in anti-Helmholtz configuration. The two coils are made from
Coertz Audio (Alphacore, 4.9 mH) and are wound from thin copper foil. The coils
have an outer diameter of 100 cm, an inner diameter of 10 cm, and a width of
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Figure 4.9: Closeup of the vacuum glass cell with the two coils placed on both sides.
The coils were placed at a distance of 80 mm apart. The separation distance of the
coils was limited by the mechanical construction supporting the coils.

25.4 cm. The thickness of the copper foil is 0.125 mm plus an insulating film of
0.06 mm, which results in about 320 turns. The advantage of thin copper foil is
that it give a high number of turns and a packed geometry, though at the cost
of high resistance. A small packed geometry for the coils interferes less with the
mechanical parts of the vacuum system and enables the coils to be placed closer to
the cell and to each other. Smaller separation distances between the coils result in
higher gradients. (Eq. 2.19)

The coils are placed on the two sides of the cell along the top and the bottom
windows (Fig. 4.9) at a distance of 80 mm apart. Before installation, the magnetic
field of the coils was measured with a Hall-probe along the z-axis (ρ = 0), and it is
plotted in Fig. 4.10. This process of measuring the gradient was repeated for various
currents through the coils, and we were able to extract the current dependence of
the magnetic field gradient as b = 13.5 G/cm/A [65]. At an operating current of
5.5 A, the gradient used for the experiment was 75 G/cm with the temperature from
heating up of the coils being the limiting factor. The level of the current, as well as
the switching on and off of the coils, was controlled by an analog signal send to the
power supply of the coils.

Compensation coils

The compensation coils are used to cancel the effects of external magnetic fields,
with the main contribution coming from the earth’s magnetic field (0.5 G) and from
the ion pump’s magnets. The required compensating magnetic field is of the order
of a Gauss, and can be achieved with distant coils of a large geometry, and a few
amps of current per coil. The coils on the x and y axis have dimensions of 47×58 cm
and 47 × 47 cm on the z axis, and they are sitting 47 cm apart. This geometry is
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large enough so that it doesn’t interfere with any of the mechanical parts of the
vacuum. Each coil pair on each of the three axis is in Helmholtz configuration, i.e.
the two coils are run by parallel currents. The Helmholtz configuration creates a
homogeneous field at the center with the homogeneity region spanning over a few
centimeters for the geometry of our coils. With 2-3 amps of current and about 90
turns for each coil, we are able to create a magnetic field of ≈ 1 G, which is enough
to cancel the external magnetic field. In order to tune the current of the coils to
nullify the external magnetic field, a high sensitivity (∼ mG) fluxgate sensor (Stefan
Mayer Instruments, FLC 100) was utilized.
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Figure 4.10: Measured B-field along the z-axis for the coils used in our setup. The
current of the coils for this measurement was 2.4 A resulting in a field gradient of
∼ 32 G/cm

4.4 The MOT

After it has been shifted in the appropriate frequency on the AOM board, the
trapping light is split into three parts on a distribution board. The distribution
board has one input and three outputs, and splits the light into three parts of equal
power using polarizing beamsplitters. The light is delivered to the MOT by use of
polarization maintaining optical fibers, one for each axis of the MOT (Fig. 4.12).
The light that is delivered with the fibers is collimated by a lens on each axis forming
a beam of 6 mm diameter. For our low atom number experiments, the beam size
is reduced further by the use of irises, which results in a smaller trapping volume
of the MOT. The linear polarization of the beam is turned into circular by the use
of a quarter-waveplate. As described in Section 2, the beams on the xy-plane have
an opposite circular polarization than the beam on the z-axis, and the absolute
direction of circular polarization is determined according to the direction of the
magnetic field lines. For example, if the magnetic field lines are pointing towards
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Figure 4.11: Variation of the magnetic field gradient with the separation distance
of the quadrupole coils. The curve is a result of a simulation of the magnetic field
for the coil geometry we use for the experiments. The field gradient is reduced with
increasing separation distance of the coils.

the origin on the xy-plane and away from the origin along the z−axis, the beams
on the xy-plane have polarization σ− with respect to the frame of an atom moving
opposite to the light, and the beams on the z-axis have polarization σ− with respect
to the same frame.

The light that is delivered by the fibers is reflected back to its origin by a mir-
ror on each axis. A quarter-waveplate before each mirror maintains the correct
circular polarization for the reflected beam. The original beam together with the
reflected one form a pair of counter-propagating beams on each axis. This particu-
lar configuration, which uses three beams reflected back by mirrors, is known as a
”retro-reflected” MOT. The three beam retro-reflected MOT due to the reflection of
the beams on each axis results in a factor of 2 gain in the total light power for atom
clouds of low density. In the setup, for a typical experiment, the power of the MOT
beams is 16 mW in total, which results in a saturation parameter of s = I/Isat ' 5
per beam.

4.5 The imaging system

4.5.1 The CCD camera

The charge coupled device (CCD) used for imaging in our experiments is an Andor
iKon-M (DU934N-BR-DD) Low-Noise CCD camera. The square CCD-chip on the
detector consists of an array of 1024×1024 pixels with each pixel having a pixel size
of 13 × 13 µm. The overall size of the chip is 13.3 × 13.3 mm. Photons that fall
on the CCD chip during the exposure time stimulate the accumulation of electrons
on each pixel. The maximum number of electrons that can be accumulated, termed
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Figure 4.12: (a) Block diagram of the light used in the experiment. Each part of
the experiment represented by a block is connected to the other parts by optical
fibers. In the AOM board the light is split into the light for trapping and the light
for imaging. Each part of the light undergoes different frequency shift. Before being
delivered to the MOT, the trapping light is split into three equal parts, one for
each axis of the retro-reflected MOT. (b) Schematic of the retro-reflected MOT.
The trapping light is delivered to the MOT by use of fibers, one on each axis (the
light on the z-axis is not shown). Each beam is reflected by a mirror to create the
counter-propagating beam on each axis. A quarter waveplate before each mirror
maintains the right circular polarization for the counter-propagating beam.
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as the well depth, is 1 × 105 electrons/pixel. The quantum efficiency (QE) of the
camera, the efficiency of which photons that fall on the CCD are registered as
counts, is 95% at the wavelength of 780 nm. The high QE of the camera is achieved
with back-illumination technology. In a back-illuminated CCD, the CCD device has
been thinned down with etching techniques to 10-15 µm thickness, and the light falls
directly onto the photosensitive area of the CCD (depletion region), where there is
no gate structure. The camera has a 16-bit digitalization of the signal, which gives
a dynamic range of 65, 535 : 1 or 96 dB.

The camera exhibits very low noise characteristics. Random electron excitation
registered as counts is called the dark current. The iKon camera has a dark current
of 0.017 e−/pixel/s at −80◦C, which for a typical exposure time of 100 µs and an
operation temperature of −80◦C accounts for 10−6 e−/pixel. Digitization noise is
introduced when the analog signal on the detector is rounded off to the nearby
integer value of the available discrete steps. The error introduced by digitization
thus depends on the number of available discrete steps. Usually, digitization noise
is negligible compared to Poisson noise. The iKon camera has a 16-bit analog-to-
digital with 216 = 65, 535 discrete steps available. If we use that to convert a full
well (100,000e−), each step corresponds to 1.5e− at the full well scale (maximum
scale). For a typical operation, where we allow a 50% filling of each well, the Poisson
noise is

√
50, 000 = 223 e− exceeding the digitization noise by far.

4.5.2 The imaging system

The imaging system has a typical layout of a system used for absorption imaging
with the addition of a Fourier filter in the Fourier plane of the first collection lens.
Fourier filtering techniques are discussed in Chapter 3. The Fourier filter in our case
is an opaque spot called ”dark spot”, which blocks the unabsorbed light from the
probe beam. Diffractive dark-ground imaging, the imaging technique used in our
setup, is a special case of Fourier filtering imaging that uses resonant probe light
and an opaque filter.

The imaging system is illustrated in Figure. The probe light is tuned to the |F =
2〉 → |F ′ = 3〉 transition and it is spatially filtered and delivered by means of a single-
mode polarization-preserving optical fiber. The light from the fiber is collimated by
a fiber collimator (Schäfter & Kirchoff FC60-4-M5-10), and the collimated beam has
an 1/e2 diameter of 1.08 mm. The intensity of the imaging beam is 70 µW/cm2. The
collimated beam illuminates the cloud of the trapped atoms of a typical diameter
of 20 µm. The imaging beam is sent for a short pulse 100 µs, and during that time
some part of the light is absorbed by the atoms, thus diffraction of the imaging beam
occurs. After the probe beam has been diffracted on the atom cloud, the light is
collected by the relay objective. The relay objective consists of two identical sets of
lenses with identical focal length f (4f -configuration). The 4f -configuration allows
us to have the Fourier transform of the image in the center of the 4f -configuration
(Fourier plane of the first lens), where we place the dark spot. The dark spot blocks
the unabsorbed part of the light of the imaging beam without affecting the image of
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Figure 4.13: Imaging system layout for diffractive dark-ground imaging. The imag-
ing beam is collimated to an 1/e2 diameter of 1.08 mm and illuminates the trapped
atom cloud of a typical diameter of 30 µm. After diffraction of the imaging beam
on the atom cloud, the light is collected by the relay objective. The lower spatial
frequencies of the imaging beam are blocked by the dark spot at the Fourier plane
of the first lens. The higher spatial frequencies created by the diffraction of the
imaging beam on the atom cloud are unaffected by the dark spot filter, thus an
image of the atom cloud is formed onto the CCD camera. The image of the cloud
is magnified by 4x using a standard microscope objective.

the atom cloud. The relayed image of the atom cloud is magnified by a standard 4x
microscope objective (Edmund Optics) and focused onto the CCD. Since the pixel
size of the CCD is 13 µm, a magnification of 4x means that each pixel corresponds
to 3.25 µm at the plane of the atoms.

Each of the two identical sets of lenses that make up the relay objective consists
of an achromatic doublet with a companion meniscus forming a triplet [42]. The
triplet set has a focal length of f = 95.5 mm and an effective diameter of 29 mm
giving a numerical aperture of NA = 0.15. The lenses are anti-reflection coated at
780 nm and are made by Melles-Griot.

The dark spot is a thin opaque disk made of Chrome-LRC with a diameter of
200 µm. It has an optical density of D > 4 and a reflectivity of R < 15%. The dark
spot sits in the center of a 30 mm diameter glass disk, which is anti-reflection coated
at 780 nm. The glass disk has a thickness of 2 mm and the dark spot a thickness of
≈ 0.2 mm. The glass disk is used as a means to hold the dark spot onto the plastic
housing used for the optics of the relay objective.

The two triplet sets of the relay objective and the glass disk with the dark spot
on it are encased inside a plastic housing [42]. The housing consists of three sections,
with the two end-sections each holding one of the triplets and the middle-section
holding the dark spot. The three sections can be screwed together to adjust the
relative position of the triplets. The focusing of the internal parts of the relay
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objective is carried out independently of the rest of the imaging system. Once the
internal parts have been focused, the relay objective can be integrated as a solid
unit to the rest of the imaging system.

The relay objective is then focused to the microscope objective and the camera,
and the whole imaging system is mounted on a small separate optical board. The
optical board is mounted on XYZ translation stages. This allows us to focus the
whole imaging system with respect to atoms, and also move the imaging system in
the transverse direction to place the image of the atom cloud on a certain region on
the CCD chip. The optical fiber and the collimating lens for the imaging beam also
sit on XY translation stages, which allows movement in the transverse direction to
align the imaging beam with the atom cloud and the dark spot at the same time.

The optical resolution of the imaging system was measured by a positive res-
olution target USAF 1951. The resolution of the relay objective was found to be
6.2 µm. The presence of the microscope objective though limits the optical resolu-
tion to 9 µm, and also results in an overall numerical aperture of the imaging system
of NA = 0.1.

Fluorescence Imaging

In our experiments we also employ fluorescence imaging as a means to detect the
atoms and measure the atom number. For fluorescence imaging, the same optical
setup with the relay objective and the CCD camera is used. The fluorescence emitted
by the trapped atoms is collected by the relay objective and a relayed image is
formed. The relayed image is magnified by the microscope objective and focused
onto the CCD. The probe beam is switched off during fluorescence imaging. From
the fluorescence emitted by the atom in a 4π solid angle only a fraction of is collected
according to the solid angle subtended to the first collection lens π(d/2)2/f 2, where
d is the diameter and f the focal length of the lens. The fluorescence collected by
the relay objective is collimated by the first lens with a diameter of 29 mm, thus
the dark spot having a diameter of 200 µm has a negligible effect on the collected
fluorescence.

4.5.3 Auxiliary detection system

In our setup we have included an auxiliary detection system using a single-photon
counting module (SPCM). The main purpose of the auxiliary detection system is to
provide us with continuous monitoring of the MOT at all times, while we were per-
forming the low-atom imaging experiments using fluorescence imaging and diffrac-
tive dark-ground imaging.

The single-photon counting module (PerkinElmer, SPCM-AQR-14) utilizes an
avalanche photodiode with 50% detection efficiency at 780 nm and 0.1 µs time
resolution. The diode is thermoelectrically cooled and temperature stabilized. The
SPCM has a dark count rate of < 100 counts/s. The photon counts collected within
the gate time are added up and the output signal is integrated over time using
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Figure 4.14: Auxiliary detection system. Fluorescence light from the atoms is col-
lected with a set of standard lenses and coupled onto a fiber. The output of the
fiber is coupled to the photodiode of a single-photon counting module.

Labview. We use a gating time of 10 ms, which is enough for having a good time
resolution of the MOT.

The fluorescence of the atoms is used for monitoring the MOT with the SPCM.
The fluorescence is collected by an objective of two identical lenses, coupled into a
fiber and send to the detector. The optical axis of the objective lies perpendicular to
the optical axis of the optics and the camera of the main imaging system. The two
lenses have a diameter of 25.4 mm and a focal length of 40 mm. The fluorescence
light collected by the solid angle of the first lens is collimated and coupled by the
second lens to a multi-mode 100 µm core optical fiber. The other end of the fiber is
coupled to the SPCM detector. The diameter of the fiber core was chosen so that
to avoid any losses due to mismatch of the fiber core with the active area of the
photodiode.
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Figure 4.15: Picture of the setup. On the picture one can see the glass cell (A), the
trapping beams (B), the coils (C), the relay objective (D), the imaging beam (E),
the auxiliary optics (F) and part of the vacuum system (G). In the insert to the
bottom left there is a picture of the MOT.
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Chapter 5

Fluorescence Imaging of a Single
Atom

The high localization of cold single atoms in tightly confining traps has been of
increasing interest in the last few years. Considerable work has been achieved on
the quantum interaction of single particles ranging from triggered single photon
source [8] and single photon –single atom entanglement [9, 10] to single atom strings
in a lattice as a quantum register [66].

Since the observation of the fluorescence emitted by a single atom in a MOT [15],
fluorescence detection has been used as a useful detection tool at low atom numbers.
Fluorescence imaging down to single atom levels has been implemented as a means
for monitoring the presence of single atoms in a tightly focused dipole trap [67],
and on individual sites of an optical lattice [66, 68]. Fluorescence imaging of atoms
falling through a light sheet has been implemented with single atom resolution [69].

In this chapter, we implement fluorescence imaging on a high-gradient MOT to
observe atom clouds of very low atom numbers down to a single atom. The collected
fluorescence is observed in time, where steps in the level of the fluorescence are
recorded denoting the entry and exit of individual atoms in the trap. The statistics
of the collected fluorescence are also observed, where the presence of individual
atoms is denoted by discrete peaks on the corresponding histogram of the collected
counts.

The recording of the counts for a single atom enables us to calibrate the count
level of a single atom and extract atom number directly from fluorescence images
of larger atom numbers. The fluorescence images are then used as a reference for
the atom number measured by the diffractive dark-ground imaging technique in the
next chapter (Chapter 6).
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5.1 Fluorescence imaging of trapped single atoms

with the CCD

We employ fluorescence imaging using the CCD camera and the setup on Fig. 4.13
to image trapped atom clouds of a few atoms down to a single atom.

The imaging beam is switched off during fluorescence imaging. The fluorescence
emitted by the trapped atom cloud is collected by the relay objective, magnified by
a 4x microscope objective and refocused onto the CCD. To observe the fluctuations
of atoms in a low-atom number trap, a series of images is taken over a large period
of time with the CCD operated at a fast readout rate (2.5 kHz) at an exposure time
of τexp = 0.5 s.

The fluorescence emitted by a single atom within a time interval τ is Rscτ , where
Rsc is the photon scattering rate given in Eq. 2.2.The photons are spontaneously
emitted within a solid angle of 4π, whereas the photons collected are those within
the solid angle Ω of the cone defined by the first collection lens given by

Ω = 2π(1− cos θ) , (5.1)

where 2θ = 2 tan−1(d/(2f)) is the apparent angle of the lens with focal length
f and diameter d. Therefore, the collection efficiency is Ω/(4π), which for the
relay objective with d = 29 mm and f = 95.5 mm is 0.6%. The presence of the
microscope objective results in an overall numerical aperture of NA = 0.1, which
gives (NA = sin θ) an overall collection efficiency of 0.25%. The quantum efficiency
of the camera is 95% at the 780 nm wavelength.

The trapping beams of the MOT have an 1/e2 diameter of 3 mm. The saturation
parameter for each beam is s = 5 for an overall power in the MOT of 8 mW. The
small diameter of the beams reduces the light scattering on the vacuum glass cell.
It also results in a smaller trapping area A and a smaller capture rate (Eq. 2.29)
suitable for having low atom number clouds in the MOT.

In order to have low atom number clouds, a low rubidium pressure nRb is re-
quired. The getter source is switched on for a short time (about 5 s) to insert
rubidium atoms in the cell. After several seconds the transient expires, and the
result is a low constant rubidium pressure in the cell. The fluorescence of the un-
trapped rubidium atoms is monitored by the avalanche photo diode, which provides
us with an indication to the presence of rubidium atoms in the cell at all times.

Having a low rubidium pressure and a small diameter for the trapping beams
already results in low-atom number clouds. To further reduce the atom number
down to a few atoms, we decrease the detuning from δ = −2Γ typically used for a
large atom number MOT down to δ = −Γ, i.e. we bring the trapping light closer to
the resonance of the transition. The detuning affects the capture velocity vc = ±δ/k,
thus a smaller detuning results in a reduced capture rate R ∝ v4

c (Eq. 2.29), which
cuts down significantly on the number of atoms in the trap.

We also use a high magnetic field of 75 G/cm, which affects the effective detuning
(Eq. 2.23) and results in a smaller capturing area and a reduced capture rate. A
high magnetic field gradient also results in a tighter confinement of the atoms in the
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Figure 5.1: Fluorescence level fluctuations over time in a low-atom number MOT
with the CCD Camera. Each point corresponds to the total counts from a single
fluorescence image taken with the CCD at 0.5 s exposure time. The fluorescence
images are fitted with a Gaussian and integrated to extract the total number of
counts. The fluorescence emitted by the trapped atoms over time exhibits discrete
steps. The first step above the background level (N=0) is associated with a single
atom (N=1) present in the trap.

trap and in atom clouds of smaller sizes. Having tightly confining traps is favorable
for imaging of low signals, since the imaged light is concentrated within fewer pixels
on the CCD thus increasing the signal to noise ratio (SNR).

By adjusting the parameters of the trap described above we are able to reduce
the number of trapped atoms in the MOT and detect with fluorescence imaging the
presence of a few atoms in the trap down to a single atom. Fluorescence images are
taken with the CCD with an exposure time of 0.5 s. Each of the images is fitted with
a Gaussian with an offset to account for the background. The Gaussian fit above
the offset is integrated to extract the total number of counts. The total counts is
proportional to the fluorescence emitted by the atoms and thus to the number of
atoms in the trap. Therefore, the observation of the fluorescence level over time
reveals the changes in the atom number in the trap. To observe the fluorescence of
the trap over time, a large number of successive fluorescence images are taken over
a period of time with an interval of 0.5 s between the images, and the total counts
of each image is plotted over time (Fig. 5.1).

For a low atom number MOT, the fluorescence exhibits discrete steps, which
is associated with individual atoms being captured or lost from the trap [15]. The
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Figure 5.2: Fluorescence images of a MOT of very low atoms numbers. The pictures
are time frames of the data set in Fig. 5.1. On the top left corner the time is noted
at which the frames were taken.

steps appear above a certain background level, which is associated with the scattered
light on the vacuum cell and the optics. The background level is identified at the
absence of atoms by having the trap switched off. The level of the first step above
the background is associated with the presence of a single atom in the MOT.

Figure 5.2 shows a small sample of fluorescence images that constitute the bigger
sample of Fig. 5.1. The atom density in a fully loaded MOT (below the radiation
limit) follows a Gaussian distribution. For a low atom number MOT, due to the
atoms motion within the trapping region, the average position of an atom is imaged.
The mean 1/e diameter of the images of low atom numbers in the MOT is found
10 µm, greater than the resolution of the optics of 9 µm.

In the histogram of Fig. 5.3 the total counts extracted from each of the fluo-
rescence images is plotted against the frequency of occurrence of each value within
the total sample. The occurrence of the values for the total counts exhibits discrete
peaks, which correspond to the discrete levels of fluorescence emitted by individual
atoms in the trap. The first peak of the histogram corresponds to the background
level (N=0), the second peak corresponds to a single atom (N=1) in the trap, the
next peak to two atoms (N=2) in the trap and so on.

The peaks corresponding to one (N=1) and two (N=2) atoms are fitted with
a Gaussian each. The mean value of the fit for each peak is taken as the mean
total detected counts for the corresponding number of atoms. The mean values of
the peaks (also taking into account the mean of the peak of the background (N=0)
equal to zero) have equal distances denoting that each individual atom emits the
same amount of fluorescence, and each additional atom in the trap increases the
detected fluorescence level by equal amount for a low-atom number MOT.

The mean of the fit to the peak corresponding to a single atom (N=1) is taken
to be the count level for a single atom, which is used for the normalization of the
fluorescence images. The detected number of counts for a single atom is found to be
2200 counts/atom/s with a standard deviation of ±12% (taken from the histogram
for an exposure 0.5 s). The photons emitted spontaneously by an atom follow Pois-
sonian statistics, which for a mean value of 1100 counts/atom/0.5 s corresponds to
±3% error. The extra broadening of the peak that is visible on the histogram is due
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Figure 5.3: Histogram of the frequency of occurrence of total counts from a series of
successive fluorescence images of a low-atom number MOT. The sample consists of
300 images at 0.5 s exposure time each. The first peak of the histogram corresponds
to the background level (N=0), the second peak corresponds to a single atom (N=1),
the next peak to two atoms (N=2). The mean of the fit with a Gaussian to the
peak of N=1, which coincides with the most probable value of the peak, is taken
to be the count level for a single atom, which is used for the normalization of the
fluorescence images. The standard deviation is ±12%.

to fluctuations in the emitted fluorescence from fluctuations in the laser power, and
due to the temporal resolution of 0.5 s of the images.

The normalization of the fluorescence images with the single atom level of counts
enables us to extract the atom number directly, for fluorescence images of higher
atom numbers with a standard error of ±12%. Fluorescence images with the atom
number extracted in that way are used as a reference to compare the atom number
measured with the diffractive dark-ground technique in Chapter 6.

5.2 Lifetime of single atoms in the MOT

The losses due to elastic collisions with background particles discussed in Sec. 2.4 is
the prime loss mechanism in the MOT and results in the ejection from the trap of
one atom per collision. The background collision loss rate determines the lifetime of
individual atoms, which is expected to be in the same order of magnitude with the
time constant τ = 14 s extracted from the loading curve in Sec. 2.3. The capture rate
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R determines the mean time between two successive jumps in the fluorescence, i.e.
between two atoms being captured successively (Eq. 2.41). For the low-atom number
MOT of the experiment with a magnetic field gradient of 75 G/cm, a detuning of
δ = −Γ and a pressure of PRb ≈ 10−14 mbar the capture rate (Eq. 2.29) is estimated
equal to R = 0.15 at./s .

The fact that the capture rate of the MOT at the regime of low-atom numbers is
of the order of 0.1 at./s is in accordance with the fact that the fluorescence of single
atom loaded in the trap exhibits discrete steps. At higher capture rates typical for
a high atom number MOT the atoms are loaded much faster in time resulting in a
smooth loading curve for the fluorescence. Since the prime loss mechanism results
in one lost atom per collision, one step down in the fluorescence corresponds to one
individual atom being lost from the trap. Two-atom recombination losses have also
been observed as a decrease in the fluorescence level of twice the size of a single step.

In order to have a measurement for the lifetime of single atoms, we observe series
of fluorescence steps for a long period of time. From these long data sets, we do
a statistical analysis of all the duration times of individual steps τ ′on, which follow
an exponential distribution. We take the mean value of the distribution τon as the
measured lifetime for individual atoms in the trap.

The fluorescence level of the MOT is directly observed with the avalanche photo-
diode (referred to as single-photon counting module in Sec. 4.5.3), which provides
with a reading of the fluorescence signal versus time immediately and is suitable for
long time measurements. The collection optics for the photo-diode have a numerical
aperture of NA = 0.3, which accounts for a collection efficiency of 2.3%. The
quantum efficiency of the photo-diode is 60% at 780 nm. A typical reading of low-
atom number steps with the avalanche photo-diode is shown on Fig. 5.4. The frame
depicted there is part of a much larger measurement. The level of detected counts
for a single atom was found 4000 counts/atom/s.

From the long data sets taken with the avalanche photo diode, all the duration
times τ ′on of the individual steps are plotted on a histogram (Fig. 5.5). The distribu-
tion of the duration times of the steps is expected to be exponential since the decay
process for a large atom number MOT (Eq. 2.38) is exponential. The histogram is
fitted with an exponential distribution curve, and the mean of the curve τon = 9.5 s
is the measured lifetime for individual atoms in the trap. The measured lifetime
for single atoms is of the same order of magnitude with the time constant τ = 14 s
extracted from the loading curve of a high capacity MOT (Sec. 2.3). The theoretical
estimation of the lifetime of single atoms using Eq. 2.39 for a rubidium partial pres-
sure of 10−14 mbar (Eq. 2.33) and an overall background pressure of 2× 10−11 mbar
results in an estimated lifetime of the order of ∼ 200 s. The much lower lifetime
measured in the trap is attributed to two-body light-assisted collisions limiting the
lifetime to the order of 10 s. Taking two-body losses into account, Eq. 2.40 with
β ' 3.3 × 10−12 cm3/s (Sec. 2.4.2), a constant volume V = π3/2σ3 in the range of
single atoms, and σ the radius of the cloud (Fig. 5.2) results in a lifetime of ' 50 s
for N = 2 atoms in the trap and in a lifetime of 15 s for N = 5 atoms in the trap.
The later estimations for the lifetime are in better agreement with the measured
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Figure 5.4: Fluorescence level fluctuations over time in a low-atom number MOT
using the avalanche photo-diode (SPCM). The measurement is performed at a gate
time of 100 ms. Atom numbers of up to five atoms (N=5) can be observed. This
figure shows a frame of a much larger measurement.

lifetime τon = 9.5 s for a MOT of an atom number between N = 0 and N = 5
atoms.

In an analogous fashion, a histogram is constructed with all the times τ ′c between
a capturing of an individual atom event to the next. The histogram (Fig. 5.6)
is fitted with an exponential distribution curve. The capture rate deduced from
the mean of the curve is R=0.21 at./s , which is in agreement with the theoretical
estimation for a rubidium partial pressure of 10−14 mbar equal to 0.15 at./s .
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Figure 5.5: Histogram of the duration times τ ′on of individual steps. The histogram
is fitted with an exponential distribution curve. The mean of the curve τon = 9.5 s
is the lifetime for individual atoms.
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Figure 5.6: Histogram of the times τ ′c between a capturing of an individual atom
event to the next. The histogram is fitted with an exponential distribution curve.
The capture rate deduced from the mean is R=0.21 at./s .



Chapter 6

Diffractive Dark-Ground Imaging
of Low-Atom Clouds

Absorption imaging is the main tool for extracting information about a cold atomic
sample. Diffractive dark-ground or ”dark-field” imaging is based on resonant ab-
sorption imaging with the addition of the opaque Fourier-filter (dark spot) with the
aim to achieve high sensitivity by suppressing the background of the probe light.
Resonant absorption imaging with an opaque Fourier-filter has been cited in [70],
where it has been implemented to image a BEC of 100 atoms. In this work we have
implemented diffractive dark-ground imaging as a sensitive technique to image atom
clouds of very low optical densities. With this method we have been able to resolve
optical densities of the order of 0.01 down to 100 atoms for a freely expanding atom
cloud prepared in a MOT [71], and down to 7 atoms for a tightly confined ultra-cold
atomic sample in a BEC setup [72].

Post processing in absorption imaging involving fringe-removal algorithm and
most probable estimation of atom number has also been demonstrated as a means
to increase the sensitivity of classical absorption imaging with a resolution down to
a few tens of atoms [73].

6.1 Alignment of the imaging optics

We use the setup on Fig. 4.13 for diffractive dark-ground imaging. The relay
objective is brought into focus with the rest of the imaging system, the microscope
objective and the CCD camera, by illuminating a resolution target with a laser
beam. We use a USAF resolution target (Fig. 6.1) for measuring the resolution of
the imaging system, as well as a target for focusing the relay objective to the camera-
microscope and for checking the magnification. The resolution of the imaging system
was found 8.5 µm.

The whole imaging system mounted on XYZ translation stages, is focused as a
whole to the location of the atom cloud by observing the fluorescence of the atom
cloud with the CCD. The imaging beam, which also in mounted on XY translation
stages, is observed with the CCD (Fig. 6.2(a)) and is aligned for its center to
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Figure 6.1: Resolution target used to test the resolution of the imaging system. The
overall resolution of the system was found 8.5 µm.

coincide with the atom cloud. The imaging beam is aligned to the 200 µm dark
spot by tilting slightly the relay objective. Even by having a coarse alignment of the
imaging beam to the dark spot, there is a significant drop in the observed intensity
of the imaging beam. To fine tune the alignment with the dark spot, we replace
temporarily the microscope objective at the CCD with a custom made objective
that has its focus on the plane of the dark spot (Fig. 6.2(b)). Since the focus of
the imaging beam is very intense, in order to be able to observe the filtering plane,
the focus of the beam has to be at least partially covered by the dark spot. By
performing small adjustments to the position of the focus of the imaging beam with
respect to the dark spot, we further improve the extinction of the imaging light.

We switch back to the plane of the camera to observe the residual background
from the blocked beam (Fig. 6.2(c)). The structure in the background is caused by
the diffraction of the imaging light on small dust particles and by the interference
between various optical components. The fluctuations between the minima and
maxima in the structured background display a standard deviation of 30% from the
mean of the background over a large area (almost the entire imaging area). The
typical size of the atom cloud is about 30 µm in diameter, therefore the images in
the experiment are taken within an 80×80 µm window at the position of the atoms.
The reference images are taken within the same window. For the background in the
80× 80 µm window of the images we find a standard deviation of 36%, which is an
indication that the fluctuations in the structure in the small window are distributed
similarly to the entire area.

The ratio of extinction is measured by taking a reference image at the position
of the atoms with a 80× 80 µm window. By tilting the relay objective slightly, the
imaging beam is uncovered from the dark spot, and we are able to take an image of
the unblocked beam at the same position. The mean of the reference image and the
mean of the image of the unblocked beam are used to measure the ratio of extinction
(Eq. 3.35), which for our setup is found to be about 800.

The position of the fluctuations in the background are also moving with time
due to mechanical vibrations, which causes a fluctuation in the mean value extracted
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Figure 6.2: (a) Imaging beam profile at the plane of the CCD. The beam size is
2w0 = 1 mm. (b) Image of the 200 µm dark spot at the plane of the Fourier
filtering. The focus of the imaging beam is blocked by the dark spot. (c) Image of
the residual background at the plane of the camera with the imaging beam blocked.
The red square is showing the typical area (80 × 80 µm) used for the images of
atoms and the reference images. The typical size of the atom cloud is about 30 µm
in diameter.

using only a small window from the imaging area like that of 80 × 80 µm. From
a large number of background images taken of an 80 × 80 µm window at the same
spot of the CCD at the position of the atoms, we observe fluctuations in the mean
background of the images with a standard deviation of 18%. This results through
Eq. 3.19 in an uncertainty of ' ±9% for the atom number measured with diffractive
dark-ground imaging.

6.2 Sequence of the experiment

The procedure for the dark-ground imaging experiment commences by first taking
a fluorescence image of the trap with an exposure time of 0.5 s . During the fluo-
rescence imaging the imaging beam is switched off. Directly after the fluorescence
image, the trap is switched off, and at the same time the imaging beam is switched
on in order to take a dark-ground image with an illumination time of τ = 100 µs.
The switching of the trapping beams and the imaging beam is controlled by AOMs,
which have a switching time of 5 µs. A reference image is acquired in the absence
of atoms 400 µs after the dark-ground image.

In order to remove the structure of the background from the dark-ground images
with the atoms, we subtract the reference image from the corresponding dark-ground
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Figure 6.3: Diffractive dark-ground images for various atom numbers, where the
reference image has been subtracted from the raw CCD image. The window of the
images corresponds to an 80 × 80 µm area at the plane of the atoms. The images
were taken with an illumination time of 100 µs.

image. To reduce the effect of the structure of the background moving in time, we
choose a small interval of 400 µs between the reference and the main image. For
that purpose fast-kinetics mode of the camera was implemented enabling for a time
of 400 µs between the reference and the main image. In fast-kinetics mode, only a
small portion of the CCD chip is used for imaging, while the rest of the rows of the
chip are used for storing the acquired data. The part of the CCD used for storing
the data is covered with a 200 µm width slit, which accounts for an active area of
about 60 rows on the CCD chip. During a series of images taken at fast-kinetics
mode, the data of each of the images are shifted successively in rows to the part of
the CCD not used for imaging, where they are stored. The data is read-out once
at the end when the CCD chip is full, which reduces the minimum required time
between two successive images. The time between two images is limited by the shift
speed (5.775 µs per row) and the width of the active area of the CCD. The interval
of 400 µs was also limited by the requirement that there should be enough time for
the atom cloud to dissipate after the trap has been switched off before taking the
reference image.

6.3 Imaging atom clouds with diffractive dark-

ground imaging

Each run of the experiment consists of taking three images, a fluorescence image,
the diffractive image with the atoms and a reference image. The fluorescence image
is used separately from the diffractive image as a secondary method for measuring
atom numbers. The fluorescence image is fitted with a Gaussian and integrated in
order to extract the total counts. The calibrated number of counts for the single
atom level extracted from a histogram like the one shown on Fig. 5.3 is used to
directly extract the atom number from the fluorescence image. We use the atom
number from the fluorescence imaging to compare it with atom number extracted
using diffractive dark-ground imaging.

For the dark-ground images, the residual background from the imaging beam,
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Figure 6.4: Atom number measured with the diffractive dark-ground imaging tech-
nique. Each data point is plotted against the atom number of the corresponding
fluorescence image taken in the same experimental run. The fitted straight line has
a slope of 0.95 and a standard error of ±12% due to an overall uncertainty in the
atom number determination using fluorescence imaging. The error bars in the atom
number determination using dark-ground imaging include the uncertainty due to
the fluctuations in the mean level of the reference image, and the fluctuations in the
size of the trapped cloud. The data points display a dispersion around the fitted
line of ±35%.

caused by diffraction on dust particles and by the interference between various opti-
cal components, adds non-coherently to the detected light from the diffraction on the
atoms. That means that the two light fields, the background and the light from the
atoms, have an arbitrary relative phase φ. Thus, we treat each of the diffractive im-
ages by subtracting their corresponding reference image as Idg = Iatoms−Iref . Figure
6.3 shows a selection of diffractive dark-ground images for various atom numbers,
where the reference image has been subtracted from the raw CCD image.

n = − 1

σ
ln

(1−
√
Idg

I0

)2
 , (6.1)

From the subtracted images Idg we calculate the atom number using Eq. 3.19,
which is written here for convenience (Eq. 6.1). The equation is applied to the whole
image Idg, which transforms the initial image of the intensity to an image of the atom
density. The transformed image is fitted with a Gaussian and integrated to extract
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the total number of atoms. The intensity I0 of the unblocked beam is extracted from
the mean value of the corresponding reference image multiplied by the extinction
ratio. For the scattering cross-section σ we use Eq. 3.20, which is general for strong
saturation imaging (s > 1). The saturation parameter of the imaging beam for the
experiment is s = 2.5 .

The atom number measured from the diffractive dark-ground images is compared
to the atom number from the fluorescence images, which has been extracted using
the single atom level calibration. For each diffractive dark-ground image the atom
number is compared to the atom number of the corresponding fluorescence image
taken in the same experimental run. Figure 6.4 shows a series of experimental runs
comparing the atom number from the corresponding fluorescence-diffractive image
pairs for an increasing number of atoms [71].

In order to test the linearity of the atom number estimation between the two
methods, a straight line is fitted to the data. The slope of the fitted line is 0.95
with a standard error of ±12%. The uncertainty in the slope originates from the
fact that the fit on the histogram used to derive the single atom level (Fig. 5.3)
displays a standard deviation of ±12%, which gives an overall uncertainty of ±12%
in the atom number measured with fluorescence imaging. The mean values of the
reference images used to measure the beam intensity I0 = Iref · rext display a standard
deviation of ±18% (as discussed in Sec. 6.1), which translates through Eq. 6.1 into an
uncertainty of ' ±9% for the atom number measured with diffractive dark-ground
imaging. Due to the motion of the atoms in the trap and due to fluctuations in
the power of the trapping beams, there are fluctuations in the size of the trapped
cloud that are transferred on the images. The imaged size of the cloud displays an
uncertainty of ' ±20% in the data set, which through Eq. 3.43 results in an error
of ' ±20% to the estimated atom number with diffractive dark-ground imaging.
The error bars in Fig. 6.4 result from the uncertainty due to the fluctuations in the
reference image, and from the fluctuations in the size of the cloud. The data points
display a dispersion around the fitted line of ±35%.

When the trap is switched off, the atoms fly isotropically with the velocity they
have at the time of the switch-off. The thermal velocity for the temperature TD at
the Doppler cooling limit (Eq. 2.17) for rubidium is vD =

√
2kBTD/M = 0.16 m/s.

Within the molasses technique lower temperatures are achievable at least one order
of magnitude lower than the Doppler limit, which corresponds to a thermal velocity
of 0.05 m/s. Within the 100 µs of the imaging time, an atom in the center of the
trap moving with the Doppler velocity vD will travel about 16µm towards a random
direction.

The average 1/e radius from the data set of Fig. 6.4 measured with dark-ground
imaging is 14 µm. From the fluorescence images taken before each dark-ground
image, the average size of a trapped cloud is 15 µm. The slightly greater average
size in the fluorescence images possible originates from the motion of the trap center
being averaged out within the imaging time of 0.5 s for fluorescence imaging. For the
atoms having velocities in the range of vD, it is possible that the highest velocities
occur close to the center of the trap resulting in a free cloud of ' 14 µm after the
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100 µs of dark-ground imaging.

The absorption of photons from the imaging beam during the imaging time
causes the atoms to move along the z-axis a distance equal to (Eq. 3.44) Rsc vrec τ

2 =
0.8 mm. For a cloud with 1/e radius of w0 = 14 µm with a Gaussian diffraction
pattern when illuminated, the distance induced by the push of the imaging beam
is equal to one Rayleigh range zR = πw2

0/λ = 0.8 mm. At distance of one Rayleigh
range zR away from its initial position, the cloud is imaged with a size of (Eq. 3.45)√

2w0. Therefore, for an initial size of w0 and a final size of
√

2w0 after a time of
τ = 100 µs, the cloud is imaged with an average size of (1 +

√
2)/2w0, which is a

factor of 1.2 increase from the initial size at the focus. The expansion of the cloud
size during the imaging time results in an underestimation error in the evaluation
of the number of atoms according to Eq. 3.43. Although longer illumination times τ
would result in more photons being absorbed giving a higher signal, the push of the
imaging beam along the z-axis results in higher deviations of the cloud size from its
value at the focus. For example, for τ = 150 µs the cloud moves a distance about
2.1zR, which gives a factor of 1.7 increase in the imaged cloud radius.

During the imaging time τ = 100 µs the imaging beam causes additional thermal-
ization to the cloud due to spontaneous emission. From Equation 3.38 v =

√
N∆v

with N = Rscτ and ∆v = vrec, the atoms will have a velocity at the end of the
imaging time of ' 0.21 m/s, comparable to the Doppler velocity, and the atoms
will move at that range of velocities after that point in time. At the end of each
dark-ground image, there is a 400 µs pause for the atom cloud to dissipate before
taking the reference image. After 400 µs the atoms will have moved about 85 µm,
which for an initial cloud radius of 14 µm, accounts for an increase of a factor of
6 in the radius of the cloud. This results in the peak intensity being reduced by a
factor of 36 (Eq. 3.40) down to ≈ 2.5% of its initial value, when the reference image
is taken giving an overestimation error of 1.3% in the measured atom number.

Figure 6.5(a) shows the total detected counts per atom for a varying illumination
time up to 150 µs. The signal per atom is increasing linearly with the illumination
time at low illumination times with a slope of 0.73. The increase in the signal with
illumination time is limited by the dissipation of the atom cloud in free space and
by the push of the probe beam along the z-direction, which presumably makes the
signal saturate at higher illumination times. Figure 6.5(b) shows the detected counts
per atom for varying saturation parameter of the imaging beam. The diffracted light
on the absorbing atom cloud is equal in intensity to the absorption (Eq. 3.34), the
fitted curve on Fig. 6.5(b), therefore, has the shape of the saturation curve (Eq. 2.2)
for absorption and spontaneous emission.

The expansion of the cloud during the imaging time in the transverse plane due to
spontaneous emission can be calculated as r =

√
N∆r (Eq. 3.37). Each spontaneous

emission event causes a displacement towards a random direction of ∆r = vrec ∆t,
where ∆t = Rsc

−1 is the time between two successive spontaneous emission events.
After N = Rscτ photon scattering events within the illumination time τ and for each
event causing a displacement of magnitude ∆r, the total displacement is ' 15 nm,
which is much smaller than the size of the cloud and the resolution of the optics.
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Figure 6.5: The plots are cuts on the imaging parameters space, where the pa-
rameters of beam intensity and illumination time have been scanned. (a) Detected
counts per atom for a varying illumination time up to 150 µs. The imaging beam
has a saturation parameter of s=1.25 . (b) Detected counts per atom for a varying
intensity of the imaging beam. The illumination time is 75 µs. The shape of the
fitted curve is that of the scattering rate Rsc with δ = 0.

The remitted photons from absorption of the imaging light are detected as fluo-
rescence light, which adds non-coherently to the signal from the diffracted light at
the plane of the camera. The fluorescence light is emitted towards all directions and
is collected with a collection efficiency of 0.25% according to the numerical aperture
of NA = 0.1 of the optics, whereas, nearly all of the diffractive light due to ab-
sorption with NAd = sin θd = 1.22λ/dAiry = 0.015 is collected by the optics, where
θrmd is the diffraction half-angle of the Airy disk, and dAiry ' 4w0 is the Airy disk
diameter matched to the 1/e radius w0 of the Gaussian diffraction pattern.

Within this data set (Fig. 6.4), we were able to resolve down to 105 atoms corre-
sponding to an optical density of D = 0.016. The lowest resolvable cloud is limited
by the Poissonian noise of the residual background on the images of the atoms. The
residual background light from the probe beam gives rise to a structured pattern
on the image plane similar to that on Fig. 6.2(c). Subtracting the reference image
from the image of the atoms results in removing the structure from the images.
The resulting images (Fig. 6.3) have a flat background with an mean value averaged
throughout the data set of 0.18 counts/pixel and an averaged standard deviation of
6.2 counts/pixel. The noise of 6.2 counts/pixel comes from the Poissonian noise of
the residual background, which is not eliminated after subtracting the reference im-
age. The background on the images before subtracting the reference has a mean of
81 counts/pixel corresponding to a Poissonian noise of 9 counts/pixel. The disagree-
ment with the measured standard deviation of 6.2 counts/pixel is attributed to the
fact that a structured background is replaced with its mean value for predicting a
Poissonian noise of 9 counts/pixel. The average measured standard deviation on the
images of 6.2 counts/pixel corresponds to an minimum (SNR=1) detectable optical
density of D = 0.019, thus the lowest detected signal is limited by the Poissonian
noise of the residual background.
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For a free expanding atom cloud originally trapped in a MOT, the optical density
is low, which limits the lowest resolvable atom number. Having atom clouds of
smaller size by using stronger magnetic confinement, and cooling the sample below
the temperatures typical for a MOT results in a increase in the density of the atom
cloud and in an increase in the signal to noise.

By using the same method and optics in a BEC setup on strongly confined atom
clouds cooled down with evaporative cooling we were able to resolve down to 7
atoms at an optical density of D = 0.02 [72]. In this experiment, magnetic fields
are used to split the atomic sample into three wells with each well having an 1/e
radius of ∼ 5 µm. The atom number on the wells measured with the diffraction
dark-ground technique is compared to classical absorption imaging, and very good
agreement is found between the two methods. In addition, diffractive dark-ground
imaging displays 10 times higher SNR as compared to absorption imaging.

Higher optical resolution of the imaging system will enable the detection of even
smaller more compact atom clouds with an increased signal to noise. Considerable
work has been done by the post-doc fellow worker on the experiment on the de-
velopment on a high resolution objective based on the objective in [74] achieving a
measured resolution of 1.2 µm. Resolving cloud radii of this range would result in
an increase in the SNR by a factor of greater than 10.

6.4 Conclusions

We have used diffractive dark-ground imaging, a Fourier-filtering technique with
resonant probe beam, as a sensitive imaging technique to image atom clouds of
14 µm 1/e radius trapped in a MOT of atom numbers down to 100 atoms. We
have been able to resolve very low optical densities of the order of 0.01 limited by
the background. The atoms originally trapped in a MOT were imaged in free space
at an exposure time of 100 µs. The background was suppressed with an extinction
ratio of 800 using a 200 µm dark spot. Dark spots of larger diameter result in
higher background suppression, though they reduce the transmission of the light
from the atoms. The later can be avoided by having more compact atom clouds
of smaller size. The size of the atom clouds imaged from a MOT limits the lowest
resolvable atom number. We have been able to resolve down to 7 atoms at the same
range of optical densities using the same technique and optics in a BEC setup on
tightly confined ultra-cold clouds in wells of 10 µm 1/e diameter each. We have
used moderate optics with NA = 0.1 and a resolution of 9 µm. Using optics with
higher resolution (for example [7, 74]) will enable the observation of even lower atom
numbers at smaller more compact atom clouds with an increased signal to noise.
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Appendix A

Constants and Rb Properties

Table A.1: Fundamental Physical Constants (2006 CODATA [75]).
Speed of Light c 2.997 924 58× 108 m/s

Permeability of Vacuum µo 4π × 10−7 N/A2

Permittivity of Vacuum εo 8.854 187 817...× 10−12 F/m

Planck’s Constant
h

6.626 068 96(33)× 10−34 J · s
4.135 667 33(10)× 10−15 eV · s

h̄
1.054 571 628(53)× 10−34 J · s
6.582 118 99(16)× 10−15 eV · s

Boltzmann’s Constant kB 1.380 6504(24)× 10−23 J/K

Electron Charge e 1.602 176 487(40)× 10−19 C

Electron Mass me 9.109 382 15(45)× 10−31 kg

Atomic Mass Unit u 1.660 538 782(83)−27 kg

Bohr Magneton µB 9.274 009 15(23)× 10−24 J/T

Bohr Radius ao 0.529 177 208 59(36)× 10−10 m

Fine Structure Constant α 1/137.036
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Table A.2: Rubidium 87 Physical Properties [76–78]
Atomic Mass m 86.909 180 520(15) u

Atomic Number Z 37

Atomic Nucleons Z +N 87

Relative Natural Abundance η(87Rb) 27.83(2)%

Nuclear Lifetime τn 4.88× 1010 yr

Density at 25◦C ρm 1.53 g/cm3

Vapor pressure at 25◦C Pv 3.92(20)× 10−7 torr

Specific Heat Capacity cp 0.363 J/g ·K
Nuclear Spin I 3/2

Ionization Limit EI 4.177 127 06(10) eV

Table A.3: Rubidium 87 D2 (52S1/2→ 52P3/2) Optical Properties [57, 79, 80]
Frequency ω0 2π · 384.230 484 468 5(62) THz

Transition Energy h̄ω0 1.589 049 462(38) eV

Wavelength λ 780.241 209 686(13) nm

Lifetime τ 26.2348(77) ns

Natural Line Width (FWHM) Γ 2π · 6.0666(18) MHz

Saturation Intensity (σ±-polarized light)
Isat

1.669 33(35) mW/cm2

Saturation Intensity (π-polarized light) 2.503 99(52) mW/cm2

Absorption Cross Section σo 2.907 692 937 721(66)× 10−15 m2

Recoil Velocity vr 5.8845 mm/s

Recoil Energy ωr 2π · 3.7710 kHz

Recoil Temperature Tr 361.96 nK

Doppler Temperature TD 145.57 µK
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Table A.4: 87Rb D Transition Magnetic and Electric Field Interaction Parameters
[75, 81, 82].
Electron spin g-factor gS 2.002 319 304 3622(15)

Electron orbital g-factor gL 0.999 993 69

Fine structure Landé g-factor
gJ(52S1/2) 2.002 331 13(20)

gJ(52P3/2) 1.3362(13)

Nuclear g-factor gI −0.000 995 1414(10)

Ground-state polarizability a0(52P1/2) h · 0.0794(16) Hz/(V/cm)2

D2 scalar polarizability a0(52P3/2)− a0(52S1/2) h · 0.1340(8) Hz/(V/cm)2

D2 tensor polarizability a2(52P3/2) h · − 0.0406(8) Hz/(V/cm)2
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